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Siphon tube irrigation from concrete-lined channels is an estab-
lished method of surface irrigation. Concrete irrigation channels 
offer several advantages as compared to earthen ditches; among these 
* are (10) 
l. less water waste due to seepage 
2. larger discharge capacity for the same cross-sectional area 
3. minimum weed growth and silt deposition. 
Properly designed concrete channels can provide for the uniform dis-
charge of regulated amounts of irrigation water into furrows. 
When furrows being irrigated simultaneously receive water at dif-
ferent rates, the waste of water is inevitable . The furrows with the 
highest flow rates receive excessive amounts of water resulting in run-
off losses before the. lesser furrow streams have advanced to the down-
stream field boundary. Much of the water applied percolates beyond the 
root zone. Deep percolation losses can occur at any point along the 
furrow but they are most likely to occur near the head ditch or at the 
.. 
downstream end of the furrow. Resulting from these losses, the wat er 
* Number in parentheses refers to the "Selected Bibliography." 
1 
2 
application efficiency of the average farm is well below the effi-
ciencies attained with the same surface irrigation method by the supe-
rior farmers and researchers (12). Design and management of irrigation 
systems aimed at acquiring the maximum uniformity of water application 
will result in higher efficiencies. 
The uniform discharge of water through siphon tubes of the same 
diameter requires that the tubes have the same head, i.e. the same po-
tential energy causing flow. The position and profile of the water 
surface in the channel directly affect the head on each siphon tube. 
The water-surface elevation at any cross-section is related to the 
entering flow and the channel roughness. 
The discharge of water from an irrigation distribution bay is a 
form of spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge (hereinafter 
called decreasing spatially varied flow). The energy losses in chan-
nels with decreasing spatially varied flow comprise an ill-defined 
area of hydraulic and irrigation knowledge. Roughness coefficients 
from gradually varied flow are usually applied to calculations in-
volving decreasing spatially varied flow. 
Mink (16) conducted an extensive series of experiments to eval-
uate the roughness of a concrete channel with siphon tubes . Both grad-
ually varied flow and decreasing spatially varied flow conditions were 
studied. The conclusion was reached that the roughness coefficients 
obtained in gradually varied flow were not adequate to predict the flow 
profiles observed in decreasing spatially varied flow. For all these 
experiments a siphon tube spacing of 40 inches was utilized. 
Based on the work of Mink (16), hydraulic experiments were de-
signed to determine the effect of siphon tube spacing on the hydraulic 
3 
roughness of a concrete irrigation channel. These experiments involved 
tube spacings of 20, 60, and 80 inches, and the data of Mink (40 inch 
spacing) was incorporated where appropriate. The chosen spacings cov-
ered the range expected to be encountered in siphon tube irrigation. 
The tube diameters represented the range of siphon tube sizes commonly 
used. 
The experiments were confined in scope to steady flow in an essen-
tially horizontal channel. For the spatially varied flow experiments, 
all the entering flow was discharged through the siphon tubes, whose 
outlets were placed at the same elevation. 
The law of conservation of energy was applied to both gradually 
varied flow and decreasing spatially varied flow phenomena. The Man-
ning formula was the basis for expressing channel roughness. 
were: 
Objectives 
The objectives of the research project reported in this thesis 
1. To determine the influence of siphon tube spacing on the hy-
draulic roughness of~ horizontal concrete-li ned irrigation 
channel. 
2. To determine if the roughness coefficients obtained from non-
uniform steady flow experiments could be used to accurately 
predict spatially varied flow profiles. 
3. To determine, if necessary, new roughness coefficients to sat-
isfy the spatially varied flow conditions. 
4. To develop procedures to predict the rise or fall of flow pro-
files under conditions of decreasing spatially varied flow i n 
4 
a horizontal channel. 
5. To conduct a limited number of experiments to determine if re-
strained siphon tubes (where the tubes were secured to the 
channel wall) and unrestrained siphon tubes produce roughness 
coefficients of similar magnitudes. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter contains basic hydraulic theory pertinent to open-
channel flow, such as that encountered in surface irrigation systemso 
The material deals primarily with boundary roughness and water-surface 
features. A discussion of the Manning formula precedes an analysis of 
gradually varied flow and spatially varied flowo Both increasing and 
decreasing spatially varied flow are considered. Recent research con-
cerning the discharge capacity of siphon tubes is presented. 
The objective of surface irrigation is (8): 
To distribute water over the land in such a way that it 
will enter the soil and be stored uniformly within the 
potential root zone. 
The uniformity of water application is partly influenced by the hy-
draulic characteristics of the distribution channelQ The boundary 
roughness of a channel, because it affects the water-surface position, 
is an important hydraulic characteristic. According to some irrigation 
engineers (21) 9 the following questions pertaining to hydraulic rough-
ness need answering: 
1. What is hydraulic roughness? 
2. How can it be defined? 
3. What are the factors which affect roughness? 
4. How can roughness be measured? 
5 
6 
5. How can it be expressed? 
Hansen (8) declared that the major need in irrigation is the evaluation 
of a roughness coefficient which best describes the open-channel flow 
encountered. 
Manning 9 s Formula 
The ASCE Task Force on Friction Factors in Open Channels (2) 
stated: 
••• Manning's formula (or Strickler's as it is called in Europe) 
is used around the world and is quite satisfactory for most pur-
poses. Chow's book (27) appears to be the best published source 
of information on the value of n. 
Also, Chow (3) reported: 
••• Despite many new proposals for a formula having a theoret. 
ical background, the Manning formula still holds its indisput-
able top position in the field of practical applications. 
Flamant in 1891 proposed the formula, 
'2 Is ~12· 
V == R S 
n 
which he call~d the Manning formula (2)o Buckley in 1911 deduced the 
coefficient L486 for the English system of unit,s (2) making: 
2/3 
V = 1.486 R 
n 
(1) 
Some hydraulicians write the Manning equation using a variable ex~ 




where R is measured in meters~ C is Chezy 3 s resistance fact.Ori; and 
Y = 2.5 /i ..: 0.13 - o. 75 ./R (/ii - 0.10) · 
This cumbersome equation may be approximated by (2, 3): 
y = 1.5 /ii 
y = 1.3 Ii 
for R < 1 meter 
for R > l meter 
The Manning equation with constant n is applicable to the fully 
rough zone of turbulent flow (2). The Reynolds number R is the usual 
n 
criterion for identifying the fully rough regime. For sufficiently 
7 
high Reynolds numbers, Manning's n (and Chezy's C) is nearly constant, 
varying with roughness alone (2, 25). The fully rough regime encom-
passes this region of constant n. 
Vennard (25) presented a plot of absolute roughness height K Yer-
sus n for hydraulic radii of 1.0 to 10.0 feet. This graph showed that 
n = 0.0225 is independent of hydraulic radius and is thus a true meas-
urement of roughness. At both higher and lower n values, n varies in-
creasingly with Rat constant values of K. However, Vennard's diagram 
revealed that for R < 1.009 n would not be appreciably affected by R. 
Gradually Varied Flow 
Gradually varied flow is amenable to solution by two approaches: 
the law of energy conservation and the law of momentum conservation. 
According to Chow (3), the energy and momentum concepts produce prac-
tically identical results for gradually varied flow. On page 51 9 Chow 
states (3): 
••• The inherent .distinction between., the. two principles 
lies in the fact that energy is a scalar quantity whereas 
momentum is a vector quantity; also, the energy equation 
contains a term for internal losses, whereas the momentum 
equation contains a term for external resistance. 
The Energy Equation 
The Bernoulli energy equation can be written for gradually varied 






z + d cos e + a ....t. = 
1 1 1 2g \ + d2 cos e + a2 ii + hf (2) 
For channel cross .. sections land 2, z is the bottom elevation, dis the 
depth perpendicular to the bottom, e is the bottom angle of inclination, 
and the mean velocity is V. Also, the Coriolis velocity distribution 
coefficient (also called the energy coefficient) is 0! 9 hf denotes the 
internal energy dissipation in the reach, and g is the acceleration of 
gravity. 
The differential energy equation of gradually varied flow can be 
derived from the total energy concept, where H signifies the total en-
ergy. For a channel of large slope (3) 9 
2 
H = z + d cos 9 + a!.. 
2g 
If a and e are constants, 
dH dz = - + dx dx 
cos 92i!+O!d 
dx . dx 
from which 
dH dz 
dx = dx 
dd 
+ dx + 
[cos e 
(3) 
The friction loss dH is always negative (3) so that the friction slope 
= The bottom slope, negative for a descending bottom, can be 
expressed as S 
0 
= 
dz .. a.x· Therefore, 
9 
dd (4) 
- = dx 
Equation (4) is the general differential equation of gradually varied 
flow (3). 
~ Momentum Equa tfon 
The momentum principle is based on Newton's Second Law of Motion 
(3). In a given unit of time, the momentum change of a flowing body of 
fluid equals the sum of the external forces acting on that flow segment. 
For open-channel flow, these forces are pressure, gravity, and boundary 
shear. 
The derivation of a Bernoulli-type momentum equation for gradually 
varied flow is found in various sources (3, 15, 16). The basic force 
equation is: 
I. F dM F F F 
. .X = dt = PX + gx - SX 
where the subscript x refers to the direction parallel to the channel 
bottom in the direction of flow. The resultant pressure force on a 
body of fluid enclosed between two sections is F. The gravitational 
p 
(5) 
force on the enclosed fluid is F, while F is the total external force 
g s 
of friction. Chow (3) assumed the pressure was hydrostatically dis-
tributed, and that the bottom slope was small. In addition, he assumed 
the discharge through the section equals the product of the mean ve-
locity and average area in the section. Mink (16) assumed the differ-
ence between the momentum coefficients, e1 and S2 representing stations 
1 and 2 respectively, is small. The Bernoulli-type momentum equation 




z + y + i3 _1 = z + y + 13 ...i.. + hf 
l l l 2g a 2 a 2g 








' where y is the specific weight of water. According to Chow (3) 9 hf is 
a measure of the external head losses due to the friction force • 
.9!!-22:.".:-.±.:J:l Varied ~ 2:-E. Concrete Channels . 
Most fluid mechanics texts include tables of Manning's n for 
various channel materials. Table I contains values of Manning's n 
recommended for uniform and graqually varied flow in concrete-lined 
channels. The design values of n contained in the table range from 
0.011 to 0.020. 
Recent experiments reported by Tilp (24) concerned the measured 
roughnesses of 9 large concrete-lined canals. The trapezoidal cross-
sections of the channels involved had side slopes of 1.5:1 and 1.25:1. 
The smallest canal had a base width of 8 feet and the design flow depth 
was 7.1 feet. The largest canal measured 50 and 20.7 feet in bottom 
wfd~h;a:nd·.£1:ow,·depth respectively. Manning's n values between 0.0137 
and 0.0152 were assumed in designing the canals. The results of 52 
tests conducted in straight canal reaches revealed that resistance was 
higher than expected for the five largest canals, n ranging from 0.015 
and 0.019. However, Tilp reported that for the four smallest canals, 
TABLE I 
MANNINGiS N FOR CONCRETE-LINED CHANNELS 
Author Description of Surface 
-
King and Brater 
(13) Concrete-lined channelso ... __ 
Chow (3) Concrete with trowel finish. 
Concrete with float finish. 
Finished concrete with gravel on bottom. 
Unfinished concrete. 
Rouse (20) Finished concrete. 
Unfinished concrete. 
Wood:wltl'd & Posey ,. 
(26/· Smooth clean concrete surface, without 
projections 9 and with straight alignment. 
Smooth concrete surfaces without projections 9 
free from algae or insect growth; straight 
alignment. 
































TABLE I (Continued) 
Description of Surface 
Good concrete surfaces with very small projections 9 
with some curvature 9 slight algae or insect growth, 
or with slight gravel depositso 
Concrete with smooth sides but roughly troweled 
bottom9 same with smoother surface but excessive 
curvatureo 
Concrete with heavy algae or moss growtho 
Finished concrete. 
Unfinished concreteo 









0.013 < n (calculated)< 0.016 
as compared to, 
0.0141 < n (design)< 0.0145 
Tilp attributed the high n values in the larger canals partly to the 
abundance of aquatic life found in them. This aquatic growth produced 
a seasonal variation inn values, with the peak roughness condition 
occurring in August. Tilp concluded that n decreased slightly with 
channel size. 
Mink (16) conducted an extensive set of gradually varied steady 
flow experiments in a concrete-lined irrigation channel. His experi-
ments dealt with two kinds of roughness conditions: the native channel 
roughness and roughness with siphon tubes installed. 
Mink (16) reported the results of 13 gradually varied flow experi-
ments without siphon tubes. Manning's n was calculated from each ex-
periment. The flow rates ranged from 0.998 to 4.454 cubic feet per 
second (cfs). The minimum and maximum depths were o.628 and 1.756 
feet respectively. The corresponding range of Reynolds number was 
27,550 < R < 97,940 n 
Manning's n for a= 1.0 varied from 0.0104 to 0.0119 9 with a mean value 
of 0.0112. The best-fit equation that Mink calculated to predict 




218,500 + 86.59 R n 
For gradually varied flow with siphon tubes, Mink (16) presented 
the results of 69 experiments. Three tube sizes 1, 1.59 and 2 inch di-
ameters were installed with the inlet ends placed 0 9 69 and 12 inches 
14 
vertically above the channel bottom. The flow rates used were 19 3, and 
4.5 cfs with three depths established for each flow. For all experi-
ments, the siphon tube spacing was 40 inches. The prediction equation 
Mink found was: 
n = (0.00487 - 0.00417 TL) TS . ~n + 2049300 + 85.61 R n 
where TL= vertical distance of the siphon tubes above the channel 
bottom, feet 
TS= nominal tube diameter, inches 
The following restriotio~s were placed on the equation: 
0 < TS < 3.0 
TL < y (= depth of flow) 
4 
R > 1.0 X 10 n 
Mink asserted that the effect of R is probably distributed among the 
various coefficients. 
Mink also obtained an equation for n based on the Buckingham Pi 
Theorem (17). The general expression was (16): 
2 
n f cL, Su, TS, !!!) 
-,ls= gR5 R R u Rl/e 
in which the tube submergence Su = y - TL. The prediction equation 
for n from gradually varied flow using siphon tubes was 
1/e 
n = 0.00510 + R [. ( B _TS) Su 0.00319 + o.oo 21, R R 
R 
+ o.44175 n J 
218,500 + 85.61 R n 
Thus, when S is zero, n is a function of Rand R; Su cannot be u n 
15 
negative. 
Spatially Varied Flow 
The two types of spatially varied flow are: 
1. Increasing in which inflow occurs along the channel. 
2. Decreasing in which outflow occurs along the channel. 
Most hydraulicians apply the momentum principle to problems involving 
increasing spatially varied flow. The energy principle is better 
suited to decreasing spatially varied flow (3). 
Increasing Spatially Varied~ 
King and Brater (13) developed from the momentum concept the gen-
eral equation for unsteady spatially varied flow. By Newton's Second 
Law, the sum of all external forces in the flow direction x equals the 
time rate of change of momentum. King and Brater considered the forces 
of pressure F, gravity F, wall shear F, and the shear caused by 
p g s 
moving air Fa. Therefore, 
In developing the right side of this equation, King and Brater assumed 
that the channel walls neither converged or diverged and that the chan-
nel slope was mild. In addition they assumed parallel flow in an incre-
ment of length, and they neglected the friction of air on the water 
surface. King and Brater computed the gravitational force using the 
bottom slope. The boundary shearing force they expressed using the 
energy slope. In developing the term dM, the writers eliminated higher 
dt 
16 
order differentials and failed to consider a velocity distribution co-
efficient. King and Brater called their resulting equation the dynamic 
equation for unsteady spatially varied flow. This equation is: 
2-l - ox + 
1 oV 
= g at 
V oV 
+ --g ox 
V oQ 
+ ---gA ox 
where Q and V are discharge and mean velocity respectively for the hori-
zontal length dx. The average area of the increment is A 9 y is the ver-
tical flow depth, and tis time. 








Li (14) investigated ;increasing spatially varied flow in a side 
channel spillway. Li discarded the energy equation for such problems 
since the energy loss due to impact of the entering water cannot be 
evaluated. He used instead the momentum equation and assumed that the 
flow was unidirectional, although he conceded the presence of strong 
lateral currents. Li assumed uniform velocity distribution and neg-
lected the unevenness of the water surface in the spillway. Hydro-
static pressure distribution was supposed even though appreciable cur-
vature was expected at the downstream end of the channel. Li used the 
wall shearing forces from gradually varied flow. Finally~ he stated 
that when friction loss is minor~ its effect can be equated to the mo-
mentum of the incoming water, causing the two terms to cancel. 
In 1962, Farney and Markus (5, 6) reported on an L=crested side 
channel spillway designed to discharge 200 1 000 cfs~ In applying the 
momentum principle, they considered Q9 V, and 6 as variable with posi-
tion down the channel. They neglected friction loss 9 the velocity 
component parallel to the channel axis, and the bottom slope. Their 
17 
general equation for the water-surface profile in the spillway channel 
was: 





Q dx + 
a 
f3V dV 
dx + V df3) dx 
Farney and Markus reported that f3 had significance where inflow oc-
curred over the end section, for an L-crested spillwayo For the special 
case where S = 1.00, their equation reduced to that of Julian Hinds (9) 
in 1926. 
According to Argyropoulos (1), Henry Favre in 1933 presented a 
more complete equation than did Farney and Markus (5). Favre included 
a velocity component parallel to the channel axis and a friction term. 
Argyropoulos stated Favre 1 s equation in finite difference form; 
_a_Q ..... 1_<v,....1 _+_v,,....2 '""") [ AV + v 2 ~Q J 
= g (Q + Q) l 
1 a 
+ - s ) 
0 
Ax 
In this equation, AQ and AV are 9 respectively 9 the added flow rate and 
the velocity change in the reach Ax. The terms V 9 Q 
l . l 
and V 9 Q are 
a a 
the velocities and discharges at the upstream an.d downstream ends of 
the reach Ax. 
McCool (15) experimented with flow over a 400 foot sharp-crested 
weir into a grassed channel. McCool made the following assumptions 
concerning the prediction of surface profiles~ 
1. The slope of the channel bottom was small. 
2. Essentially streamline flow was presento 
3. Essentially hydrostatic pressure distribution existed. 
18 
4. Approximately unidirectional flow prevailed. 
5. The depth and area between two sections is distributed lin-
early. 
For a reach of length l:ix9 MeCool's equation for profile prediction was: 
Q (V + V) 
A l l 5 
~Y = - g (Q + Q) 
1 2 
ca v - a v + a v 




This equation differs from that of Favre (cited in l) only in the na-
ture of the velocity distribution coefficients that each writer chose. 
Also, McCool's equation is practically the same as that derived by Chow 
(3) except that Chow assumed uniform velocity distribution. The results 
of McCool indicated that the above equation accurately predicts water-
i .•. '
surface profiles1 provided that appropriate values of Sand n (included 
in Sf) can be found. 
McCool (15) computed Manning's n as an empirical function of the 
product of velocity and hydraulic radius (VR) .. The coefficient and ex-
ponent of VR were calculated from vegetation length and position along 
the channel axis. McCool concluded that resistance coefficients from 
gradually varied steady flow will predict with reasonable accuracy the 
water-surface profiles for increasing spatially varied steady flow. 
Decreasing Spatially Varied Steady.!!2! 
Some of the hydraulics problems which deal with decreasing spa-
tially varied flow are side weirs1 sprinkler irrigation systems, and 
open-channel irrigation systems. Of the latter, outflow may be accom-
plished by wall notches (resembling side weirs) 9 outlet tubes (some-
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times called spiles), or siphon tubes. 
In 1957, Collinge (4) discussed the previous notable contributions 
on the discharge capacity of side weirs. Most of the early work was em-
pirical and limited in scope. H. Engels in 1917 reported results ob-
tained from a side-weir installed in a large variable-width flume (4). 
A low range of velocities -1.75 to 1.90 fps- was used. Engels con-
sistently observed that the water-surface profiles dipped to a minimum 
depth at the upstream end of the weir and climbed asymptotically to 
some depth downstream from the weir crest. Similar profiles were ob-
served by Tyler, Carollo, and Steyskal in 1929 (4). 
According to Collinge (4), G. S. Coleman and Dempster Smith pub-
lished in 1923 the results of capacity tests in a side weir model. 
Their flume was only 6 inches deep and 4-3/4 inches wide. In all in-
stances, Coleman and Smith observed a decreasing depth along the weir 
crest, with an increasing depth downstream from the weir. 
In 1928, a theoretical approach to side,weir discharge was pub-
lished by Nimmo (18). Nimmots theory was used to design a side -weir 
which spilled excess water from a stream-diversion system. Nimmo ap-
plied the momentum principle to the problem~ He assumed a sloping 
trapezoidal channel of decreasing cross-sectionQ The sum of the exter= 
nal forces, he reasoned, equals the change of momentum in the reach 
minus the momentum lost in the overflowing water. Nimmo considered the 
external forces of gravity, boundary shear, static pressures on the end 
areas, and the reaction from the projected side wall areas. For pre-
dicting water-surface slope, Nimmo developed a cumbersome equation. 
But, for a channel with unva17ing side slopes, constant bottom width~ 
and flow top width T, the equation reduces to: 
~ 
dx = 
s _L dQ 
O 2 dx 







Nimmo reported the results of an experiment involving 360 cfs of inflow, 
of which 235 cfs was discharged over the spillway. Both the observed 
discharge and flow profile agreed closely with the calculated values. 
The water surface rose approximately 1.5 feet in a 110 foot section. 
According to Collinge (4) De Marchi in 1934 made a significant con-
tribution to the theory of side weir discharge. De Marchi explained the 
puzzling discrepancy between the general profile forms which previous 
experimenters had observed. Rising profiles 9 such as Engels had dis-
covered resulted from subcritical (tranquil) flowo Declining flow pro-
files such as Coleman and Smith had ascertained were produced by super-
critical (shooting) flow. De Marchi's deductions were based on the as-
sumption of constant total energy along the weir (4). 
Collinge (4) presented De Marchi's theory for flow profile predic-
tion which was based on the concept of specific energy. De Marchi as-
sumed steady flow, an infinitely long channel of constant cross-section, 
and a weir sill parallel to the channel bottom. In addition 9 he postu-
lated the existence of uniform flow at some distance both upstream and 
downstream from the weir. Also, the total energy was considered con-
stant. De Marchi differentiated the specific energy with respect to 
distance along the weir. Collinge concluded that the De Marchi equation 
is precisely the same as that of Nimmo (18) when these simplifications 
are applied to the latter: rectangular cross-section, constant channel 
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width 9 horizontal bottom, and negligible friction losses. 
Collinge (4) proffered his results of side weir experiments con-
ducted in a flume 13 feet in length and 5 inches in depth. The bottom 
width was variable up to 12 inches, and the crest length was variable 
as well. For Froude numbers less than 0.95 9 Collinge 9 s observed water-
surface profiles compared favorably with the profiles computed using 
the De Marchi theory. Collinge found that, owing to the presence of 
friction loss neglected by De Marchi 9 the actual upstream water surface 
exceeded the calculated value in subcritical flow computationso A con-
vergence of the theoretical and observed profiles was noted at the down-
stream end of the weir. Collinge concluded that for channels of non-
rectangular cross-section, of varying cross-section9 or with excessive 
energy losses 9 the Nimmo method (18) with its generality is best a-
dapted for computing flow profiles for side weir dischargeo 
Another form of decreasing spatially varied flow i.s siphon tube ir-
rigation from open channels. Chow (3) used the energy equation for de-
creasing spatially varied flow in open channels, and Garton and Mink 
(7 9 16) applied the energy concept to siphon tube irrigationo A 
Bernoulli-type energy equation is~ 
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Using a digital computer, Mink (16) solved Equation (7) between sue-
cessive siphon tubes, spaced L distance apart, by incrementing y until 
2 
the equation was satisfied. The energy slope Sf was calculated by the 
Manning formula, Equation (1) 9 rewritten as: 
= 
2 2 
V n (8) 
When the entire inflow was discharged through the siphon tubes, initial 
conditions were established at the downstream end of the irrigation bay 
where x = 0 9 and V = O. Also y was measured by a point gage to± 0.001 
l 
foot. At any point, the accumulated Q (based on head discharge rela-
tionships for siphon tubes) and the assumed area were used to compute 
V for that section. 
Mink (16) calculated an adjusted value of Manning's n which he 
called n. This roughness coefficient was obtained by incrementing n 
in Equation (8) and solving Equation (7) until the calculated profile 
and the observed profile from regression agreed to within± 0.0001 foot 
at the upstream end of the primed bay. Mink concluded that n is the 
roughness coefficient which will best predict the water-surface profiles 
for spatially varied flow. Then values were much higher than n cal-
culated from gradually varied flow. 
,./ 
Mink (16) also calculated an effective n which he called n. This 
e 
variable was computed from the Manning equation using the flow velocity 
and hydraulic radius of a section just upstream from the primed reach of 












L = length of the irrigation bay 
V = entering velocity 
i 
V = outflow velocity (zero) 
0 
yi = upstream depth 
y0 = downstream depth 
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Hence, a horizontal channel with~= 1.00 was assumed, and intermediate 
profile points were not considered. Mink found the relationship be-
tween n and n to be (16): e 
n = 0.0019 + o.4830 n e 
Using a digital computer, Mink (16) calculated decreasing spa-
tially varied flow profiles in a sloping channel. He assumed bottom 
slopes of 0.00 per cent to 0.25 per cent. Values of n corresponding to 
the channel discharges and siphon tubes used in the actual level channel 
tests were assumed. Two siphon tube outlet conditions were studied. In 
the first case, all the tubes were assumed to have the same outlet el-
evation. Mink obtained a maximum variation in tube discharge of 5 per 
cent which was considered acceptable irrigation uniformityo For the 
second tube outlet condition, all outlets were assumed to lie a fixed 
distance above the channel bottom. Gross variation in tube discharge 9 
up to 100 per cent, resulted from this outlet condition. For both con-
ditions of siphon tube placement, the maximum discharge variation oc-
curred at the highest slope and the smallest Qo Mink showed that, for 
sloping channels, the upstream water-surface was higher than the down-
stream surface. This difference was larger where a fixed outlet el-
evation was assumed to exist. 
Mink reached several conclusions (16) concerning decreasing spa-
tially varied flow in an irrigation channel. Two of these were: 
1. Then values from gradually varied flow failed to adequately 
predict the water-surface profiles found in spatially varied 
flow. 
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2. The correct value of n used in the Bernoulli-type energy equa-
tion will satisfactorily predict surface profiles for siphon 
tube irrigation. 
Siphon 'rubes 
Siphon tubes provide a simple means of transferring water from an 
irrigation ditch into a furrow. The misuse of siphon tubes can render 
a well-designed irrigation system inefficient and wasteful. 
Israelsen and Hansen (10) stated that the orifice discharge equa-
tion applies to siphon tubeso Thus 9 
where 
Qt= Cd A /2gH 
Qt= siphon tube discharge 
A = cross-sectional area 
H =-effective head 
Cd= coefficient of discharge 
The discharge coefficient Cd depends upon siphon tube length as well as 
entrance and exit conditionso For submerged outlets, the effective 
head is measured vertically from the channel water surface to the fur= 
row water surfaceo For free outlet conditions, the head is the ver-
tical distance between the channel water surface and the elevation 
where the hydraulic grade line pierces the plane of the outlet end of 
the tubes (usually assumed to be the center line). 
Keflemariam (11) conducted flow rate experiments with plastic 
siphon tubes of six diameters, ranging from 0.75 to 3.00 inches. The 
double-bend siphons were 5 feet in length. Five tubes of each size 
were randomly selected for experimentation, and the cross-section for 
each tube was accurately measured. By establishing three widely sep-
arated heads for each tube, Keflemariam calculated the following pre-







Qt= tube discharge, cfs 
coefficient of discharge. 
! 
K = 
actual inside tube diameter, feet D. = 
1 
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H = head on the siphon tube (free water surface to center-
line of the outlet invert), feet 
The values of K for each tube size are given in Table II. Keflemariam 
reported that irregular tube shapes had negligible effect on the meas-
ured discharge. 
Mink (16) performed a regression analysis on Keflemariam•s data 
(11). He defined head as the distance from the water surface in the 
channel to the lower siphon tube mount, which had a fixed elevation. 
The following equation was found: 
where 
2.111 




D = nominal tube diameter, inches 
H = adjusted head, feet 
m 
Mink obtained a second discharge formula which was also based on 













TUBE DIAMETERS, COEFFICIENTS, AND EXPONENTS 
FOR CALCULATING DISCHARGE FROM PLASTIC 
SIPHON TUBES 
Average 
* ** Inside Coefficient Coefficient 
Diameter 
Inches K C 
0.747 4.95 0.01292 
1.028 4.43 0.02511 
1.245 5.32 0.03986 
1.478 5.43 0.05806 
1.972 5.30 0.10639 
2.898 5.06 0.24450 
After Keflemariam (11) 











Values of C and N are given in Table II. Mink used Equation (9) to 
predict siphon tube discharge for his spatially varied flow experiments. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
The accurate computation of water-surface profiles for uniform, 
gradually varied, 9r spatially varied flows requires a knowledge of the 
correct magnitude of the roughness coefficient. Conversely, the rough-
ness coefficient which describes a boundary roughness condition can be 
calculated from observations of the free water surface, velqcity,, and 
hydraulic radius. The relationship between water-surface profiles and 
Manning's n is provided through the energy equation and Manning's for-
mula. 
Gradually Varied Steady Flow 
For gradually varied flow in a channel of constant cross-section 
and small bottom slope, the Bernoulli-type energy equation, Equation (2)j 
can be written: 
2 a 
V V 
Q' --1.. + y + z = Q' __a. + y + z + hf 1 2g 1 1 a 2g 2 2 
If the alphas are assumed to be unity, the energy loss term will absorb_ 
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where Q is the constant discharge and Sf is the slope of the energy 
line. The distance between upstream and downstream cross-sections, de-
noted by subscripts 1 and 2, is L. Also, A, A 
1 2 
and WS, WS are the 
l 2 
areas and water-surface elevations, respectively. Manning's formula, 
Equation (1), can be written 
~ 
1.486 A tis sf n = Q (12) 
where A and R indicate the average area and hydraulic radius. Substi-
tuting Sf from Equation (11) into Manning's equation gives a calculated 
n for gradually varied flow. 
Decreasing Spatially Varied Steady Flow 
The differential equation of decreasing spatially varied flow can 
be developed from the total energy concept (3). The total energy at any 
cross-section in a mildly sloping channel is: 
:a 
V 




Differentiating this equation with respect to x assuming O' is constant 
gives: 
dH dz 
dx = Tx 
dy 
+ -dx 
a ( 2Q dCl +--ir~ 
2g A dx 
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The slope of the energy line and the slope of the channel bottom may be 
defined, respectively, as: 
dH 
dx ;:: and 
dz 
dx = - s 0 
An expansion of the area derivative by the chain rule reveals that: 
dA 
d:x: 
dA 2:1.. = dy dx T ~ :;: dx 
where Tis the top width of the flow cross-section. Also, assuming con-
stant outflow per unit length, 
dQ 
dx = q 
Substituting the above expressions into the differentiated total energy 
equation produces: 
Rearranging yields: 
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Equation (13) is the differential equation for decreasing spatially 
varied flow (3, 18). The calculation of water-surface profiles by this 
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equation is usually accomplished by replacing the differentials dy and 
dx by finite increments 6y and 6x. 
Calculation of Adjusted n 
-The roughness coefficient n is that value of Manning's n which, 
when used in conjunction with the Manning formula and the energy equa-
t~on, will yield the actual water-surface profile for spatially varied 
flow. The Bernoulli energy equation can be written for spatially varied 
flow as: 
(14) 
where Ax is the distance between the downstream and upstream stations 1 
and 2, respectively. Equation (14) involves the same assumptions as 
did Equation (10), apart from the type of flow being considered. Rear-
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where, 
V = Q A 
and, 
A = ·l (A + A ) R = l CR + R ) avg 2 1 2 avg 2 1 2 
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An accurate water-su~face profile can be calculated from Equation 
(15) by using a correct value of n. Also required are the channel ge-
ometry, the downstream depth, and a means of calculating the discharge 
of each siphon tube. Calculations should start at the downstream end 
of the irrigation bay where Q = 0 9 z is known, and the water-surface 
elevation y + z is measured. Incrementing y between successive siphon 
tubes, with Q increasing in an upstream direction 9 will yield a cal-
culated water-surface profile. 
However, if n has been inaccurately chosen, the calculated water 
surface will not agree with the true profile. Only at the downstrea~ 
point where the computations originated will the profiles be the same. 
The roughness coefficient n can be altered so that the computed profile 
fits the actual profile. If the calculated profile overpredicts the 
actual water surface then n must be decreased. Conversely, n must be 
increased if the calculated profile underpredicts the observed profile. 
Only one value of n will accurately predict the upstream water surface 
elevation using Equation (15). This correct n value is hereinafter 
called adjusted n. 
Calculation of n 
e ---------
Another roughness coefficient can be defined by evaluating the 
mean energy slope between the upstream and downstream ends of an irri-
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in which i and o refer to the upstream and downstream channel sections 9 
and L is the 
slope of the 
sfe 
or 
length of the 1.rriga tion bay. If V = o, the 
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An effective n can be calculated by substituting Equation (16) into the 
Manning equation, with V. equal 
1 
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(17) 
When Qi, WSi, and the geometric elements Ai, Ri are known, ne can be 
used to predict the downstream water-surface elevation WS in an irri-
o 
gation bay of length L. 
Calculation of Flow Profiles --
The entering velocity head for an initial inflow Q1 is: 
'1 




The velocity head becomes zero at the downstream end of the irrigation 
bay owing to outflow along the channel. For an ideal 9 or invicid9 
fluid (25) a potential energy gain equal to the initial velocity head 
will be evidenced at the downstream cross-section. At any distanc~ x 
along a level, prismatic channel in which the depth is nearly constant 9 
the gain in potential energy 6H due to diminishing velocity head will 
vx 
be: 
6H = H. H 
VX VJ. VX 
where 
or 





where Lis the length of the irrigation bay. Combining the two veloc-
ity heads produces: 
2 2 
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6H [~ .2f_ J = 2g vx La 
In a real fluid however, the potential energy gain described by 
Equation (18) will be offset by internal energy losses. The energy 
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At any location x in the outflow reach, 
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The mean slope of the energy line over some distance x = x can be 
l 
found by integration; 
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Integrating this equation and converting it into the expression for 
























In a horizontal channel, only velocity head gain and friction head 
loss contribute to the difference in potential energy, iQe. water-sur= 
face elevation, between the inflow section and some downstream point. 
Thus, the energy equation reduces to, 
in which a positive ~WS corresponds to a rising water-surface profile. 
X 
The water-surface elevation difference iws can be calculated by combin-
x 
ing Equation (18), evaluated at x = x, with Equation (19). Therefore 9 
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from which the change in water-surface elevation between the ends of an 
irrigation bay can be predicted. 
Relationship Between n and n e ---------- - - -
The mean and effective energy slopes can be employed to calculate 
the energy loss Hf between the ends of an irrigation bay of length L. 
Consequently, at x = L, 
or 
Evaluating Equation (19) at x = L gives: 
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Also, rewriting Equation (17), using Equation (16) and V. = Q./A., 








The two energy slopes can be equated to produce: 
2 2 2 2 - vi V. n n e J. 
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4/3 4/3 
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3 = n e 
or, 
- g·n n = e 
Equation (22) expresses the theoretical relationship between n and 
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(22) 
n • e 
The difference in water-surface elevations between the upstream 
and downstream ends of a horizontal channel where outflow occurs can be 
calculated using either Equation (20) with nor Equations (16) and (17) 
using n. However, the water-surface elevations of intermediate points e 
should be calculated from either Equation (15) or Equation (20). The 
use of n is only valid for predicting the water~surface elevation im-
e 
mediately downstream from an outflow reach. In other words 9 n cannot e 
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be used to calculate intermediate profile points. 
CHAPTER IV 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
Experimental System 
The Channel 
An existing experimental irrigation channel was the major appara-
tus employed in this series of prototype experiments. A general view 
of the channel is displayed in Figure 1. The system included the fol-
lowing components: an inflow section, a test section9 and an outflow 
section. 
Inflow to the system was accomplished through a 12 inch diameter 
pipe which linked the channel with its water source, Lake Carl Black-
well. Discharge regulation was effected by the 12 inch gate valve 
sho~m in the foreground of Figure 2. The flow was measured by cali-
brated stainless steel orifice plates. The upstream and downstream 
flange pressure taps shown in Figure 3 were connected to a 60 inch 
water-air manometer. The inflow turbulence was dissipated by two still-
ing devices: 
l. Sheet metal and screen wire baffles with long-stemmed grass 
matted on the upstream face. 
2. Wooden surface floats. 
The straight test section of the trapezoidal concrete channel was 
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Figure 1. General View of the Experimental Channel. 
g 
Figure 2. Water Supply System Showing the Control Val ves 
and Orifice Flanges. 
Figure 3, View of the Orifice Flanges , Manom-
eter Pressure Taps, and Air Dis-
charge Valves. 
Figure 4. The Check Dam with Cable and Winch 
Used for Accurate Depth Control. 
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300 feet long. Nominal dimensions were 24 inches deep with 12 inch bot-
tom width and 1:1 side slopes. Although designed for 0.00 per cent bot-
tom slopet the channel bottom was placed with a resultant adverse slope 
of 0.022 per cent. 
The canvas overfall check dam shown in Figure 4 was located imme-
diately downstream from station 3+00. T4is dam was raised and lowered 
by a fine steel cable attached to a small winch. An earthen discharge 
ditch parallel but opposite in direction to the main channel carried the 
water away from the test site. 
The test reach was subdivided into 11 equally spaced stations. Ad-
jacent to the channel at each station, a gage or stilling well was in-
stalled. A small-diameter plastic pipe connected each 10 inch diameter 
gage well to the channel. A typical station cross-section is shown in 
Appendix A. 
Measurement of water surface elevations at each station was accom-
plished with point gages mounted in brackets which were bolted near the 
tops of the gage wells. Both 2 foot and 3 foot Lory gages, readable to 
0.001 foot, were the measuring devices utilized. Figure 5 shows a typ-
'· 
ical gage well and· point gage installation. 
Siphon Tubes 
Spatially varied flow was achieved with primed double-bend plastic 
siphon tubes with a 5 foot curve length. Sizes selected were 1.0, 1.5 9 
2.0, and 3.0 inch diameters. These tubes were placed at spacings of 
20, 4o, 60, and 80 inches. The tubes were representative of the plastic 
siphon tube population. 
The tube outlet elevations, necessary for tube discharge calcula-
Figure 5 , Gage Well , Point Gage , and Elec-
trica l Outlet at Station 2+40. 
Figure 6. Siphon Tube Outle t s Placed a t the 
Reference Elevation , with Wind 
Panels Installed in the Back-
ground. 
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tions 9 were standardized on the top surfaces of adjusted structural 
steel angles as indicated in Figure 6. A detailed drawing of an adjust-
able siphon tube mount is presented in Appendix A. A Wye level and a 
Philadelphia rod with target vernier were used to set the reference 
surfaces at 923.913 ± .005 feet. Unevenness of the angle surfaces made 
shimming necessary at low spots. 
For the restrained siphon tube tests, the experiments were per-
formed with the channel or inlet end of each tube fastened to the chan-
nel wall as shown in Figure 7. Expandable plastic anchors, 5/16 x 1 
inch, were imbedded into holes drilled in the concrete l:ining at 20 inch 
intervals. Into each anchor was inserted a screw; a 0.025 inch diameter 
steel wire wrapped around the siphon tube inlet end was tightened by the 
screws. Location of the siphon tube inlets was 12 inches vertically 
above' the channel bottom. 
A limited number of unrestrained siphon tube experiments were con-
ducted in which the inlet ends of the tubes could swing freely with the 
channel current. The siphon tube outlet ends were loosely tied to the 
structural steel angles, preventing appreciable lateral movement. The 
topmost bends in the siphon tubes were lightly wired to the upper row of 
structural steel angles, leaving the tubes free to rotate. From this 
method of attachment, the inlet inverts of the siphon tubes lay approx= 
imately 11 inches above the plane of the channel bottom and about 1 
inch away from the channel wall. The movement of empty, unrestrained 
siphon tubes due to channel current is illustrated in Figure 8. 
Accessor_x Equipment 
Wind played a vital role in the outdoor experimentation. The wind 
\figure 7. Interior View of Channel Showing 
Restrained Siphon Tubes. 
Figure 8. Rotation of Unrestrained Siphon 
Tubes Due to Channel Current . 
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effect was magnified by the low flow velocities, and hence low energy 
losses, inherent in the available range of depths and flow rates. 
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Light, durable covers for the channel were constructed to minimize wind 
induced waves. The 5 foot wide frames, built in 10 foot lengths, were 
covered with 20 mil transparent polyethylene. Frame construction was of 
2 x 2 inch lumber. The channel covers were placed as shown in Figure 6. 
Their 10 minute installation and removal times paid off in extra testing 
days. Execution of experiments at night when wind velocities were 
lower also proved expedient. Electrical outlets installed at each 30 
foot station allowed sufficient lighting to read the point gages and 
the manometer. 
A means for determining water surface stability was needed since 
all tests were steady flow in nature. An FW-1 stage recorder ~ith a 6 
inch float was mounted on the station O + 00 gage well. The needle 
trace was useful for spotting transient flow rates 9 and water surface 
response to wind gusts could be observed. 
A portable gasoline-powered pump (50 gallon/minute maximum capac-
ity) was used to prime the siphon tubes. Water from the channel was 
drawn into the pump and ejected into each tube inlet. When the tube 
outlet end floweq full, the pump ejection hose was guided to the next 
tube. A bay of 90 tubes could be primed in less than 10 minutes by 
this method. 
Experimental Procedure 
Measures were taken to restrict the settling and rising of the 
channel and gage wells while experimentation was in progresse These 
measures consisted of supplying adequate moisture to the silt loam soil 
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underlying the channel (19), and of maintaining this moisture condition 
between tests. For five weeks prior to testing 9 the channel was filled 
so that water could seep through cracks such as expansion joints. The 
preliminary gradually v.ruried flow e:x:periments withcmt siphon tubes added 
additional soil moisture before the SVF experiments were started" Be= 
tween testing days g water was left in the channel except when siphon. 
tubes were being rea1·ra11ged and the channel was being swept. 
Channel ProEerties 
The geometric elements 9 area 9 wetted perimater 9 and top widthp were 
obtained from the fitted eq~ations that Mink (16) calculated for the 
same channel. A cross=section boundary traverse at each station 
yielded the channel property data. The IBM 7040 computer transformed 
the data into fitted equations of the form: 
2 
where 
Area= c y + c y 
l 2 
Wetted perimeter= c + c y 
3 4 
Top width -· C + G y 
6 6 
y = depth of flow 9 feet 
Values for c II c 9 c 9 c 9 c 9 and c are presented in Table IIIo 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
These constants were considered to be linearly distributed between sta= 
tions so that properties could be calculated at any cross=sectiono 
Brass Plu6 Elevations 
At ea.ch station9 a small brass plug had been placed i.n the concrete 





0 + 00 1.036 
0 + 30 1.043 
O + 60 1.048 
0 + 90 1.050 
1 + 20 1.045 
l + 50 1.041 
1 +· Bo 1.051 
2 + 10 1.046 
2 + 4o 1.013 
2 + 70 1.054 
3 + 00 1.041 
TABLE III 
CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS 
. OF CHANNEL.· GEOMETRY 
,.,-.1 ... 
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Wetted Perimeter Top Width 
C C C C C 
2 3 4 5 6 
1.004 1.031 2.832 1.044 2 .. 005 
1.002 1.032 2.829 1.050 2.000 
1.001 1.037 2.828 1.053 1.999 
1.002 1.043 2.830 1.054 2.002 
1.003 1.036 2.828 1.054 1.,998 
1.007 1.036 2.835 1.049 2.008 
0.997 1.04? 2.823 1.055 1 .. 992 
1.002 1.041 2.,826 1.057 1.995 
l.023 1.041 2 .. 830 l.066 2.001 
1.003 1.048 2.829 1.062 2.000 
1.006 1.039 2.835 1.048 2.007 
located about 120 feet from the upstream end. Brass plug elevations, 
determined by surveys using an engineer's level and a point gage, were 
ta.ken on three occasions; these elevations are shown in Appendix Bo 
The maximum vertical movement of the channel bottom was 0.007 footo 




A gage zero, determined for a given point gage mounted inside a 
given gage well, was the elevation of the point gage tip when the zero 
mark on the point gage shaft coincided with the zero mark on the ver-
nier scale. Surveying with the level and point gage constituted one 
method of measuring point gage zeros, and this method consisted of the 
following steps: 
1. With the point gage tip resting on a known elevation (bench 
mark or previous brass plug) a reading was ta.ken where the line 
of sight of the instrument crosshair intersected the vertical 
point gage shaft. This backsight subtracted from the known. 
elevation produced rod zero for the instrument setup. Anal-
ogous to height of instrument in conventional surveying, rod. 
zero is defined as the elevation of the point gage tip that 
would occur if the horizontal instrument crosshair were read-
ing 0.000 feet on the point gage shaft. Hence; 
Rod Zero= (E1evation of Bench Mark) -
(Backsight on Point Gage) 
2. After moving the point gage to a gage well bracket 9 a conven-
ient foresight, e.g., 1.000 foot, was established and the 
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vernier scale was read. Subtracting the foresight from the 
gage reading produced the distance between the crosshair ele-
vation and the vernier zero mark. 
3. The remainder obtained in Step 2 was subtracted from the rod 
. zero and the resulting elevation was the gage zero for the 
station. 
Steps 2 and 3 can be expressed as 
)'" 
Gage Zero= Rod Zero - (Gage Reading - Foresight) 
The foregoing method of gage zero determination was unwieldy for 
frequent application. In addition, the accumulative surveying errors 
could have become relatively large compared to SVF surface profile dif-
ferences. 
Fortunately, a simplified method proved more accurate; it was 
based on the assumption tha.t relative gage zeros are much more impor-
tant, about 50 times according to Mink (16), than the absolute gage 
zero elevations. Three replications of the surveying method showed 
that the gage zero for station O + 60 was 921.563 feet, and this ref-
erence elevation was assumed constant for the 45 iay testin~ period. 
To obtain the same surface elevation in each gage well, water con-
tained by the channel was allowed to reach equilibrium. The gage read-
ing at station O + 60 gave the reference water-surface elevation WS 
r 
by the following expression: 
WS = 921.563 + (Gage Reading at station O + 60) 
r 
By reading the remaining point gages as their tips contacted the water, 
a gage zero for each station was ascertained. In equation form: 
Gage Zero= WS - Gage Reading 
r 
Gage zero calculations for several consecutive days were grouped 
52 
together. An average gage zero (based on 3 to 9 replications of 5 sub-
samples each) was calculated for each station. The average gage zeros 
computed by the above method are presented in Appendix B. 
Testing Procedure 
Essentially the same procedures of measurement were followed for 
both the spatially varied and gradually varied flow experiments. For 
the spatially varied flow experiments~ the check dam was raised and 
channel inflow was initiated. The siphon tubes were primed using the 
portable pump when the channel depth was sufficient to establish siphon 
tube discharge. As equilibrium between inflow and outflow progressedj 
the wind panels were positioned and then anchored with loose structural 
steel angles. Adjustment of the gate valve produced the desired manom-
eter reading. Water-surface stabilization was indicated by a straight 
line trace on the FW-1 recorder cylinder. 
Point gage readings, five subsamples at each station9 were taken 
starting from the upstream channel end. If more than± 0.001 foot var-
iation from wind effects was observed, the set of subsamples was begun 
again. When wind induced waves in either channel or gage wells forced 
new readings at more than two stations, the entire series of readings 
was postponed until calmer conditions prevailed. 
The downstream water-surface elevation was marked for later ref-
erence. A planed redwood lath I' screwed to one channel wa.11 9 ·· was used 
for this purpose. 
Inflow through the orifice plate was measured by two variables: 
differential manometer head and water temperature. Ten sequential ob= 
servations of piezometric head were taken from both water columns in 
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the U-tube manometer and the average head difference was calculated. A 
thermometer placed three feet downstream from the inflow point permit-
ted water temperature readings in degrees Fahrenheit. 
Gradually varied flow experiments involving unprimed siphon tubes 
were conducted after the SVF tests and before tube size and/or spacing 
were altered. For each combination of flow rate, tube spacing, and 
tube diameter, an attempt was made to duplicate the depth from the cor-
responding SVF experiment to± 0.005 foot. The reference point was the 
gage well at station 3 + 00. Initial check gate adjustments were made 
in accordance with the water-surface level recorded in the correspond-
ing SVF test. Finer gate adjustments were based on point gage readings 
at station 3+00. The water surface generally could be controlled well 
within± 0.005 foot. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Gradually varied flow (GVF) and decreasing spatially varied flow 
(SVF) experiments were conducted. The gradually varied flow experi-
ments were aimed at determining hydraulic roughness both with and with-
out siphon tubes. The roughness coefficients from GVF experiments are 
discussed first. 
The most emphasis was placed on spatially varied flow wherein 
roughness coefficients, flow profiles, and siphon tube discharge uni-
formity were the topics of major interest. Two methods of siphon tube 
placement, restrained and unrestrained tubes, were used for gradually 
varied flow and spatially varied flow experimentso The pilot experi-
ments involving unrestrained siphon tubes were discussed last. 
Gradually Varied Flow 
Channel Roughness Without Siphon Tubes 
A brief series of gradually varied flow experiments was designed 
to measure the hydraulic resistance of the concrete channel. Three 
depths were established for each of the three selected flow rates. The 
energy slope was computed by Equation (11) from the measured discharge 
and water-surface elevations at Stations O + 00 and 3 + 00. At the 
2/3 
eleven stations, the product AR was computed from the equations for 
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area and wetted perimeter; the constants used were previously listed in 
~Is 
Table III. The average value of AR was substituted into Equation 
(12) from which Manning's n was calculated. The values of n for grad-
ually varied flow without siphon tubes are presented in Table IV. 
By relating n to the Reynolds number and hydraulic radius, Mink 
(16) obtained the following equation: 
1 ft 
R R 6 
where 
n 
n = 218500 + 86.59 R 
n 
n = Manning's roughness coefficient 
R = Average hydraulic radius, feet 
R = Reynolds number 
n 
Values of n calculated from this equation slightly exceeded the ob-
served resistance coefficients. The discrepancy was partly attributed 
to the fact that Mink considered only the upstream 180 feet of the chan-
nel. Average values of the hydraulic radius and Reynolds number would 
have been lower and slightly higher, respectively, had the entire chan-
nel been usedo Consequently, then values caiculated using a 300 foot 
channel reach required smaller coefficients in the denominator of the 
above equation. 
The nine experimental n values from Table IV were best represented 




n = ..,,.2-0-56_0_0_+-....81---.. 4-7 ....... R-
n 
The observed roughness coefficients lay within five per cent of their 
mean of 0001101. In addition, they agreed closely with the average 













CHANNEL ROUGHNESS WITHOUT SIPHON 
TUBES (a= loOO) 
Average Hydraulic Reynolds 
Depth Radius Number 
(ft.) (fto) 
---
1.723 0.808 73,165 
1.528 0.734 80,830 
1.168 0.596 100,508 
1.693 0.797 5111876 
1.423 0.695 599822 
1.014 0.535 779314 
1.718 0.806 341)189 
1.428 0.696 391)751 
: 













Channel Roughness With Siphon Tubes 
Gradually varied flow experiments were designed to measure 
Manning's n for boundary roughnesses, di_scharges, and depths which were 
similar to the spatially varied flow experiments. The chosen spacings 
were 20, 4o, 60, and 80 inches, while the tube diameters were 1.09 1.59 
2.0, and 3.0 inches. The tube outlets were located 1.0 foot above the 
channel bottom for each experiment. The data for the experiments in-
volving 1.0, 1.5 9 and 2.0 inch diameter tubes spaced at 40 inches was 
contributed by Mink (16). 
Values of Manning's n were calculated by substituting the energy 
slope from Equation (11) into Equation (12). In Equation (11), the 
areas A1 an~A2, and the water-surface elevations ws1 and ws2, were 
evaluated at the stations bounding the channel reach of length L which 
a/3 
contained siphon tubes. For this reach, the mean value of AR was 
computed for use in Equation (12). Table V summarizes the roughness 
coefficients for gradually varied flow with siphon tubes. 
Spatially Varied Flow 
An interdependence existed between entering flow rate 9 siphon tube 
head, tube diameter, and number of primed tubes. As a result 9 for each 
combination of tube spacing and size the number of experiments was not 
uniform. 
Error Criteria for Selecting Experiments· 
The flow profiles for some of the experiments involved changes in 
the water-surface elevations that were similar in magnitude to the 
TABLE V 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ANO MANNING•S n FOR GRADUALLY 
·VARIED FLOW WITHOUT SIPHON TUBF.s 
LENGTH MANNING'S 
OF TUBE TUBE Q AVE. REYNOLDS1 n 
REACH SPACING DIAM. DEPtH NUMBER <Qt=l .OO) 
FT IN• IN• CFS FT · 
150 20 2.u 4.269 i.845 11,492 o.ono 
150 20 2.0 3e302· 1.672 59,986 Oe0167 
150 20 2.0 2.248 le837 37,768 0.0156 
150 20 2.0 1.648 1. 632,. 30,131 0.0165 
150 20 1.5 3.856 le853 66,712 0.;0160 
150 20 1. 5 2.495 1.581 48,627 0•0160 
150 20 le5 2.280 le852 39,004 0.0176 
150 20 1.5 1.508 1.553 29,459 0.0163 
150 20 1.0 ·,1.650 le848 28,277 0.0103 
150 20 i.Q 1.148 1•576, 22,440 0.0105 
*300 40 2.0 4.499 1.756 51,383 0.0137 
*300 40 2.0 4.524 1.389 62,415 0.0126 
*300 40 · 2.0 4.521 1.146 72,252 0.0112 
*300 40 2 • 0 · 2.981 le658 35,695 0.0139 
*300 40 2.0 3.019 1.261 44,933 0.0120 
*300 40 2.0 1.001 1•365 14,011 0.0094 
*300 40 1.5 4,633 1.678 58,589 0.012a 
*300 40 1.5 4e659 1,362 69,611 0.0120 
*300 40 1.5 4 .• 639 1.175 77,626 0.0113 
*300 40 1.5 3.021 1.656 39,895 0,0113 
*300 40 1.5 3,010 l. 294 48,284 0.0116 
*300 40 1.5 1.007 1.466 14,646 0.0073 
*300 40 1.5 1.001 1.067 18,718 0.0086 
*300 40 1.0 4,492 1,665 '57,153 0.0124 
*300 40 1.0 4•514 l. 341 68 t 311 0,0114· 
*300 40 1.0 ·4e526 1.142 77,409 0.0101 
*300 40 1.0 3.002 1.660 37,105 0.0125 
*300 40 1.0 2.995 1.254 46,270 0.0112 
*300 40 1.0 1.006 1.464 13,541 0.0073 
*300 40 1.0 1,000 le062 17,249 0.0104 
300 60 2.0 4.201 lo808 72,424 0.0143 
300 60 2.0 3.301 · 1,633 61,270 0,0140 
300 60 2,0 2e242 1,837 37,664 0.0148 
300 60 2. () t.650 1. 613 · 30,439 0.0141 
300 60 1.5 2,506 1.816 44,616 Oe0147 
300 60 J.5 l.650 1.535 33,709 0.0137 
300 60 1.0 1.097 1.835 19,364 0.0113 
300 80 2.0 3.395 1. 857 55,753 0.0141 
300 80 2.0 2.491 1.620 · 46,417 0•0126 
300 80 2.0 1,993 le821 33,272. 0•0138 
300 80 2.0 1.509 l.;617 28,176 0.0141 
300 80 1.5 1~892 1. 829 · 33,087 0~0131 
300 80 1.5 1.244 1.542 24,735 O.Olj8 
TABLE V (Continued) 
LENGTH 
OF TUBE TUBE· Q AVE. 
REACH SPACING DIAM. DEPTH 
ET I~. IN• CFS FT 
9o 40 3.0 3.816 1. 18 t 
90 40 3.0 3.850 1.379 
90 40 3.0 2.999 1.827 
90 40 3.0 2.982 le368 
90 40 3.0 2.011 1.823 
90 40 3.0 2.014 1.356 











36,238 0 .. 0222 
45,989 0 .. 0163 
•Tabulated values were recalculated from the original data of Mink (16). 
expected error of measurement. Excessive errors in calculating rough-
ness coefficients were expected for these experiments. Criteria were 
established to ~elect the experiments which had the least amount of 
probable error. 
60 
The entering velocity head provided a suitable guide to the rise or 
fall in the flow profiles. The highest velocity head attained was near 
0.011 foot as compared to the expected accuracy of point gage readings 
of 0.001 foot. 
The ratio (hereinafter called o) of the gage reading accuracy to 
the velocity head was computed for each experiment. For 6 greater than 
0.50, the maximum rise or fall in the water surface could be misread 
more than 50 per cent, and experiments in this category were omitted 
from most analyses. The value of o = 0.30 formed the upper limit for 
accepting those experiments whose .roughness coefficients possessed the 
highest degree of certainty. In many cases, the experiments witbi. 
0.30 < o < 0.50 were included in the data analyses. 
Adjusted!!. 
Adjusted n was the roughness coefficient which predicted the meas-
ured water-surface profile. Values of n·were derived by incrementing 
n in Equatiqn (15) until the calculated profile fitted the observed 
flow profile. 
A linear equation for the water-surface profile of the reach con-
taining primed siphon tubes was computed by regression. The downstream 
water-surface elevation, evaluated from the regression equation, became 
the starting elevation for calculating the flow profile. 
A computer program, written in Fortran IV for the IBM-7040 9 was 
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employed in calculating each water-surface profile and the corresponding 
value of ii. The energy equation - Equation (15) - was rewritten as: 
2 2 
Q2 11 /).X 
- z + ------~------• •/s 
2 20208 A R avg. avg 
(23) 
At any cross-section (denoted by the subscript j) the bottom elevation 
zj was known. 
any depth yj. 
The geometric elements A. and R. could be computed for 
J J 
Downstream from the last siphon tube where~= 0 9 y1 
was computed by subtracting z1 from the reference water-surface ele-
vationo At this point, the solution to Equation (23) was beguno The 
value of n was assumed from the gradually varied flow experimentso The 
water-surface elevation at Ax (one siphon tub.e spacing) upstream was as-
sumed equal to the reference elevation so that, 
y = y + z - z 
2 1 1 2 
and Q2 could.be calculated by 9 
where the tube discharge Qt was. defined in Equation (9)o Substituting 
the known values into Equation (23) produced an inequality which re= 
quired adjustment of y2 and H, in Equation (9)o When the inequality m 
had been reduced within± 0.00001 foot, Equation (23) was solved be-
tw~en the next successive pai~ of siphon tubes by the same procedureo 
Calculations proceeded upstream in this manner until the last siphon 
tube was reached. 
The upstream calculated water-surface elevation was compared with 
the upstream reference elevation calculated from linear regression which 
was assumed to be the standardo When the profiles differed more than 
± 0.0001 foot, n was incremented and the series of calculations was 
begun again. Usually, several values of n were required before the 
profile from Equation (23) and the profile from regression matched at 
their end points. The final water-surface profile and the value of 
adjusted n were recorded. 
Effective n 
The effective roughness coefficient n was derived to predict the e 
total rise or decline of the flow profile, i.eo the change in total 
energy, between the ends of an irrigation bay. Values of n were com-e 
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puted from Equation (17) in which the water~surface elevations ws1 and 
WS were found from the profile regression lineo The initial discharge 
0 
Qi was measured. 
The geometric elements A. and R. were defined by three methods 
1 1 
representing three degrees of refinemento The inflow depth in each 
case was obtained by subtracting the bottom elevation at the upstream 
cross-section from WS •• In Method I, the actual A. and R. were cal-
1 1 1 
culated by interpolating, where necessary, the coefficients found in 
Table III for the geometric element equations. Further improvement in 
technique was not available. 
Method II consisted of summing the areas and hydraulic radii for 
stations inside or bounding the reach of primed siphon tubes. The av-
erage A and R were substituted into Equation (17). For this method~ 
the inflow depth was assumed constant for all stations. 
For the least refined technique, Method III, a prismatic channel 
with bottom width 1.000 foot and 1:1 side slopes was assumed. The quan-
tities A. and R. were then computed using the inflow depth. 
1 1 
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The various methods of defining A. and R. produced nearly identical 
1 1. 
values of n. e Equations relating n (n from Method I) ton and eI e eII 
n were calculated by linear regression using the experiments where 
eIII 
6 <0.50. These equations were plotted in Figures 9 and 10. Only 
values of n were considered further in the analysis and the numerical 
el 
subscript is hereinafter deleted. 
Presentation ,2! Roughness Coefficients 
The roughness coefficients from all restrained tube SVF experi-
ments are listed in Table VI. Tables VII and VIII 9 comprised of experi-
ments with error-to-velocity-head-ratios 6 less than 0.30 and 0.50 9 con-
tain values of n9 n 9 and upstream and downstream water-surface ele-e 
vations from the profile regression lines. 
Nine tests were omitted from the roughness coefficient analyses. 
Experiments 13 9 149 159 and 16 were deleted because alternate tubes 
were left unprimed. The two lowest discharges 9 Experiments 3.l and 399 
produced erratic results. The roughness condition in Experiments 40 9 
41, and 42 was unrepresentative of the remaining tests inasmuch as the 
3 inch diameter tubes, 6 feet in length, were placed at approximately 
0 
45 with the direction of flow. 
Exnerimental Relation of ii and ri ___ ..., -- -- - ~·:·,· 
' "-.(' 
· .. ,,·. 
The theoretical relationship between n and n was derived in a e 
previous chapter. E~uation (22) can be written as: 
ii= 1.732 n e 
The experimental values of n and n were related by regression lines e 
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Figure 10. Comparison of n With n 
eI eIII 
TABLE VI 
ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENTS FROM ALL RESTRAINED 
TUBE SPATIALLY VARIED FLOW EXPERIMENTS 
EXPER. TUBE TUBE AVERAGE ADJUSTED 
NO. SPACING SIZE Q DEPTH n n 
IN. IN• CFS FT e 
1 20.0 2.0 4.287 1. 811 0.01900 0.01157 
2 20.0 2.0 4.279 1.813 0.01900 0.01174 
3 20.0 2.0 3 .310 1.616 0.01920 0.01093 
4 ~o.o 2.0 3.300 le616 0.02095 0.01228 
5 20.0 2.0 2.248 1.821 0.02960 0.01757 
6 20.0 2.0 1.651 1.603 0.03250 0.01943 
7 20.0 1.5 3,850 1.s23 0.01900 ().()1150 
8 20.0 1.5 2.498 1.550 0.01750 0.01004 
9 .20.0 1,5 2.300 1,830 0.01660 0,01040 
10 20.0 1,5 1.506 1.546 0.01630 0,01032 
11 20.0 1.0 1.646 1.832 0,01830 0.01374 
12 20.0 1.0 1.146 1.561 0.01050 0,00776 
*13 40.0 2.0 3.788 1,908 0.01641 0.00937 
*14 40.0 2.0 3,318 1,774 0,01687 0.00955 
*15 40.0 2.0 2,681 1.635 0,01607 0,00908 
*16 40,0 2.0 2,240 1,547 0,01555 0,00889 
*17 40,0 1,5 4,226 l.902 0.01847 0,01037 
*18 40.0 1.5 3,612 1,752 0,01819 0.01020 
*19 40,0 1,5 2,884 1.609 0,01692 0,00943 
*20 40.0 1.5 2,137 1.475 0,01519 0.00854 
*21 40,0 1.0 1,770 1.910 0,01362 0,00947 
*22 40,J 1.0 1.558 1,774 0.01160 0,01004 
*23 40,0 1.0 1,303 1,617 0,01718 0,00957 
*24 40.0 1.0 0,985 1,488 0,01888 0,01074 
25 60,0 2.0 4.225 1,791 0.01615 0,00928 
26 60,0 2.0 3,305 1,620 0.01425 0,00804 
27 60.0 2.0 2,249 1,835 0,01880 0,01144 
28 60,0 2.0 1,650 1.613 0.01410 0.00794 
29 60.0 1.5 2.508 1.815 0,01370 0.00779 
30 60.0 1.5 1,650 1,537 0.01110 0.00671 
31 60,0 1.0 1,099 1.830 0.00175 
32 80.0 2.0 3,404 1,847 0.01547 0.00874 
33 80.0 2.0 2.482 1.619 0.01435 0,00805 
34 so.a 2. ,o 1.997 1.818 0,00980 0.00552 
35 80,0 2.0 1.509 1,617 0.01610 0.00909 
· 36 80.0 1.5 1.891 1,824 0.01610 0.00932 
37 80.0 1.5 1,249 1.544 0.01680 0.00957 
38 80,0 1.5 1.249 1.544 0.01530 0.00875 
39 80,0 1,0 o.soo 1,809 0.00131 
40 40.0 3,0 3.809 1.766 o.01s35 0.01104 
41 40,0 3.0 3.528 1.718 0,01710 0.01032 
42 40,0 3.0 3,095 1.638 0.01960 0.01102 

















































CHANGE IN WATER-SURFACE ELEVATIONS AND ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENTS 
FOR VARIOUS SIPHON TUBE SPACINGS, DIAMETERS, 
CHANNEL DISCHARGES AND DEPTHS (6 if·O.,O) 
TUBE Q AVE; UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM ADJUSTED 
NO• SPAC. SIZE DEPTH SURFACE. SURFACE -
IN. IN. CFS FT ELEVATION ELEVATION 
n 
1 20.0 2.0 4.287 1.s11 9-24.4819 924.4873 0.01900 
2 20.0 2.0 4.279 1.813 924.4840 924.4893 0.01900 
3 20.0 2.0 3.310 1.616 924.2880 924.2924 0.01920 
4 · 20.0 2.0 3.300 1.616 924.2888 924. 2921 0.02095 
7 20.0 1.5 3.850 1.823 924.4958 924.4981 0.01900 
8 20.0 1.5 2.498 1.550 924.2230 924. 2250 0.01150 
17 40.0 1.5 4.226 1.902 924.5771 924.5760 0.01847 
18 40.0 1.5 3.612 1.752 924.4276 924.4260 0.01819 
19 40.0. 1.5 2.884 1.609 924.2841 924.2833 0.01692 
20 40.0 1.5 2.137 1.475 924.1496 9.24.1496 0.01519 
25 6C.O 2.0 4.225 1.791 924.4654 924.4662 0.01615 
26 60.0 2.0 3.305 1.620 924.2938 924.2956 0.01425 
29 60.0 1.5 2.508 1.815 924.4891 924.4903 0.01310 
32 ao.o 2.0 3.404 1.847 924.5211 924.5222 0.01547 






















CHANGE IN WATER-SURFACE ELEVATIONS AND ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENTS 
FOR VARIOUS SIPHON TUBE SPACINGS, DIAMETERS, 
CHANNEL DISCHARGF.S AND DEPrHS (a ;f 0.50) 
TUBE Q AVE UPSTREAM DO\o!NSTREAM ADJUSTED 
NO. SPAC. SIZE 'DEPTH SURFACE SURFACE 
IN. IN• CFS FT ELEVATION ELEVATION 
n 
l 2 C,. 0 2.0 4.287 1. 8ll 924.4819 924.4873 0.01900 
2 20.u 2.0 4.279 1. 813 924.4840 924.4893 0.01900 
3 20.0 2.0 3.310 1.616 924.2880 924.2924 0.01920 
4 20.0 2.0 3.300 1.616 924.2888 924.2921 0.02095 
5 20.0 2.0 2.248 1.s21 924.4956 924.4968 0.02960 
6 20.0 2.0 1.651 1. 60 3 924.2780 924-2785 0.03250 
1 20.0 1. 'i 3.850 1.823 924.4958 924.49?1 0.01900 
8 20.0 1.5 2 .. 498 1.550 924.22'30 924.2215() 0.01150 
9 20.0 1.5 2.300 I.830 924.5036 92 4. 5054 D.01660 
10 20.0 1.5 1.506 1.546 924.2194 924. 2206 0.01630 
17 40.0 1.5 4e226 1.902 924.5771 924-5760 0.01847 
18 40.0 1.5 3.612 1.152 924.4276 924-4260 0.01819 
19 40.0 1. 5" 2.884 1.609 924.2841 924· 28'33 0.01692 
20 40.0 1.5 2.137 1.475 924.1495' 924.1496 0.01519 
25 60.0 2.0 4.225 1.791 924.4654 924. 4662 0.01615 
26 60.0 2.0 3.~05 1.620 924.2938 92 4•2956 0.01425 
27 60.0 2.0 2.249 1.835 924.5096 924.5104 o.c1s80 
28 60.0 2.0 1.650 1.613 924.2868 924.2881 0.01410 
29 60.0 1.5 2.508 1.815 924.4891 924.4903 0.01370 
30 60.0 1.5 lo650 1.537 924.2108 924.2119 0.01110 
32 80.0 2.0 3.404 1.847 924.5211 924.5222 0.01547 
.33 80.0 2.0 2.482 1.619 924.2930 924.2940 0.01435 




























yielded a coefficient of _1.689 for ne. The standard deviation from re-
gression was s ~ 0.0013 while the correlation coefficient r = 0.961 was 
attained. The 23 experiments for which o < Oo50 produced: 
ii = 1.705 n e 
with r = 00991 ands= 0.0004. 
The 15 values of ii and n from Table VII were plotted in Figure 11. e 
The equation which best fit these points was: 
n = 1.728 n e 
The values of rands accompany the graph. The magnitude of one stand-
ard deviation represents an error of 3.5 per cent in the smallest n 
value shown in Figure ll. 
Comparison of Manning's n with ii and n ... e ----- ---- ~ ~ ._,., 
Similar conditions of flow rate and siphon tube placement were 
created for GVF and SVF experiments which dealt with 20 9 60, and 80 
inch tube spacings. The analogous experiments had a dual purpose: 
1. To determine if the population of Manningvs n for gradually 
varied flow and adjusted n for spatially varied flow possessed 
the same mean. 
2. To find the existing relationships between the resistance 
coefficients from gradually varied flow and spatially varied 
flow. 
Nineteen values of ii and seventeen values of n f (Manningvs n gv 
from gradually varied flow) were analyzed as a group experiment. The 
detailed analysis is shown in Appendix C. The calculated t = 20326 was 
significant at the a= 0.05 level. Thus, there is a 95 per cent chance 



















. n = I. 728 ne 
r = 0. 978 
s = 0.0005 
.OIi .012 





Regression analysis using polynomials and logarithmic trans-
formations failed to uncover a concrete relationship between n and n gvf 
and between n and n r· The various trial equations were character-e gv 
ized by low correlation of calculated versus observed roughness coef-
ficients. The simple equation, 
n = 1.164 n f gv 
best predicted n from n f' although a correlation coefficient of 0.590 gv 
and standard deviation of 0.0018 were produced. Higher correlation and 
somewhat better precision was found between n and n f• The calculated 
e gv 
equation, 
n = o.674 n 
e gvf 
yielded values of rands of 0.687 and 0.0011. 
The inability to confidently relate Manning's n to SVF situations 
had significance because Manning's n has been defined for many types of 
channels. 
Multivariable Response Surfaces 
A direct means of predicting roughness coefficients for spatially 
varied flow was desirable since n f could not be related to SVF experi-gv 
ments. Siphon tube spacing, diameter, and submergence were assumed to 
exert the most influence on the hydraulic roughness. Multivariable 
response surfaces involving three independent variables with inter-










c1 , c2, ••• , c13 are experimental coefficients 
Y = ii or n e 
x1 = siphon tube spacing, feet 
x2 = siphon tube diameter, feet 
x3 = siphon tube submergence, feet 
From Equations (24), (25), and (26) the best results were attained 
using o < 0.30 as the error criterion. Correlation coefficients and 
standard deviations were evaluated from linear regressions of Y (cal-
culated) versus Y (observed). Values of r, s 9 and the experimental 
coefficients are given in Table IX. The equations have the following 
range of applicability: 
1.667 ·~ Spacing·~ 6.667 
< . <. 
0~125::. Diameter= 0 .. 167 
0.592.~· Submergence ~ 0 .. 903 
Using Equ~tion '(26), seventy values of n and n were calculated by e 
varying x1, x2, and x3 within their respective limits. The ratios of n 
Eqno (24) 
r = 0.891 













EXPERIMENTAL COEFFICIENTS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, 
AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MULTIVARIABLE 
EQUATIONS FOR COMPUTING n AND n 
e 
-n 
Eqn. 25 Eqn. 2 Eqn. 2 
r = 0.913 r = 0.983 r = 0.94b 
S = 0.0009 S = 0.0004 s = o.0005 
0.02607 0.03329 0.00712 
-0.00356 0.01102 -0.00072 
0.00001 -0.00414 I 
~--------~ 
0.00033 t 
-0.16494 0.01650 I 0.01879 
o.84375 -1.98242 l 
11.18750 I 0.02178 -0.09103 .00343 




Eqn. 25) Eqn. (2 
r = 0.950 r = 0.981 














TABLE IX (Continued) 
-n 
Eqn. (24) Eqn. 25 Eqn. 2 
r = Oo891 r = 0.913 r = 0.983 
S =-0.0009 S = 0.0009 S = 0.0004 
c11 0.00804 0.01137 
c12 ---~- 0.00154 0.00203 I 
c13 -0.11664 -0.20_483 I 
n e 
Eqn. 2 Eqn. r25) 
r = o.94o r = 0.950 






r = 0.981 





ton for each combination of the independent variables had a mean of e 
A response surface for n was plotted in Figure 12 from Equation e 
(26). Qualitatively, the effect of siphon tube spacing, diameter 9 and 
submergence on n was revealed. The variation of each factor produced e 
a realistic effect on n, although the irregular response from siphon e 
tube spacing is unaccountable. For different regions of the diagram, 
different factors appear to exert the greatest influence on n. 
e 
Water~Surface Profiles in Decreasing 
Spatially Varied Flow 
75 
The iterative procedure for solving Equation (23) was discussed in 
-conjunction with adjusted n. By this method 9 flow profiles were cal-
culated using n and n f. gv 
The observed water-surface elevations were plotted in Figures 13 9 
14, and 15 for the experiments in which 6 < Oo30. Figure 16 contains 
the experimental profiles from Experiments 40 - 42. The calculated 
flow profiles are drawn for the channel reach involving spatially varied 
flow. Experiments 1 - 4 and 40 - 42, which had the highest outflow per 
unit of channel length, produced the best agreement between observed and 
calculated flow profiles. The large rise of these profiles as compared 
to similar discharges and depths in other experiments was attributed to 
the shorter length of channel in which friction loss occurred. 
Flow Profiles Using Entering Velocit~o 
Another method of calculating flow profiles was employed. This 
method made use of Equation (20) in which the energy losses were 
Submergence 
E:I 20 In . Tube Spacing 
~ lili1l 40 In . Tube Spacing 
.5 1.0 
Em 60 In. Tube Spacing 
1111111 80 In. Tube Spacing 
Tube 
Diameter 
Figure 12. Multivariable Response Surface, Equation (26), Showing the 
Effects of Siphon Tube Spacing , Diameter, and Submergence 
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Figure 13.,;.: Observed and Calculated. Flow Profiles for 
Experiments Using 1.5 and 2 Inch Siphon 
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Figure 14. Observed and Calculated Flow Profiles for 
Experiments Using 1.5 Inch Siphon Tubes 
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Figure 15. Observed and Calculated Flow Profiles for 
Experiments Using 1.5 and 2 Inch Siphon 
Tubes at 60 Inch Spacing, and 2 Inch 
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80 
Figure 16. Observed and Calculated Flow Profiles for 
Experiments Using 3 Inch Siphon Tubes at 40 Inch 
Spacing 
81 
subtracted from the velocity head gained. From Equation (20)'1 the 
water-surface elevation at any channel section could be calculated with 
reference to the upstream water-surface elevationo 
A program entitled Delta-WS was written to solve Equation (20). 
The following items from the program which solved Equation (23) were 
read into the Delta-WS program: WS., V., ii., L, x ., and R. 9 where the 
1 1 J J 
upstream cross-section is denoted by the subscript i and j refers to 
each tube location. A horizontal channel was assumed. For each x., 
J 
the calculated value of 6WS from Equation (20) was added algebraically 
to WS, to give the water-surface elevation. 
1 
Typical flow profiles from Equation (20) are plotted in Figure 17. 
The velocity head line shows the potential energy gain due to the dimin-
ishing velocity. The offsetting friction energy losses a.re also por-
trayed. The observed water-surface elevations were included fo~- com-
pa.rison. 
Equations (20) and (23) produced flow profiles th.at were practi-
cally identical. The largest difference at any location was 0.0005 
foot. These results were somewhat expected since both equations were 
solved with the same values of n and hydraulic radiuso However 9 three 
conclusions can be deduced from ·the sameness of the profiles: 
l. The mean velocity varies approximately linearly with 
.distance in the irrigation bay. 
2. The integral method of calculating the mean energy slope 
is valid. 
3. Equation (20) provides a direct method of calculating 
flow profiles for decreasing spatially varied flow in a 
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0+000+300+60 0+901+201+50 lt80 2+10 2+40 2+70 3+00 
Figure 17. Comparison of Observed Water-Surface Elevations 
to Velocity Head Recoveries~ Friction Losses 9 
and Resultant Flow Profiles 
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De~th Required.!£.::. Level Water Surface 
Equation (20) can be solved at the downstream end of the irrigation 
bay, i.e. at x = L, to produce Equation (21). For a profile having the 
same upstream and downstream elevations, 6WS1 = 0 so that Equation (21) 
can be written as: 
2 ( _r:J ) V ..1.. n L = 0 
i 2g ,,, Is 
6.624 R 
solving for R produces, 
l2 3/4 
R _ ( .2~ ii L) - .624 = (9.705 (27) 
In a prismatic trapezoidal channel.with a 1.000 foot base width and 1:1 
side slopes, the hydraulic radius for any depth y is: 
12 
R - y +i_ 
- l + 2 .13"2-S-y 
Solving this equation for y by rearranging and completing the. square 
yields, 
f i' !.(.'~: . , ,•' . , . . ·, 1 '. ,, > . 'n 
-:r . . =:= · ·~ j,R._ + ( i. - 2. 822 R ·;§ - ~ ( 1-2. 828 R) 
. . . . ,' 2. 
(28) 
The flow depth required for equal upstream and downstream water-surfAce 
elevations can be found by substituting Equation (27) into Equation (28). 
The positive sign preceeding the radical should be chosen. The result-
ing equation will be a function of ii and L only. 
Equations (27) and (?8) were solved by incrementing ii from 0.010 
to 0.020 and L from 50 to 500 feet. Curves of y versus ii for constant 
values of L were drawn in Figure 18. From these curves, the entering 
depth at which the net rise or fall in the flow profile will be zero 
Jt::"' -a. Q) 
Q 
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ii 
Figure 18. Depth for Level Water Surface as a Function 




can be read for typical values of n and L. 
Graphical Solution .12_ .!12!. Profi~ 
The change in the water-surface elevation between the upstream and 
downstream ends of an irrigation bay can be computed by Equation (21) 
using n. The same result can be obtained by rearranging Equation (17) 
and solving for WS. - WS. However, the solution to such problems is 
J. 0 
expedited by the use of nomographs such as Figures 19 and 20. The 
nomographs were designed to solve Equation (21) in the following 
manner: 
where 
6H = kinetic energy of flow converted to potential energy 
V 
Hf = kinetic energy lost due to hydraulic resistance 
A direct graphical solution requires that Q., L, depth, and either n 
J. 
or n be known. e 
The procedure for finding the: rise or fall of the flow profile can 
be illustrated by a realistic example in which the following quantities 
are given: 
Length of irrigation bay= 300 feet 
Desired depth y = 1.50 feet 
Number of siphon tubes = 60 
Design tube discharge = 22,:.5 gallons/minute 
ii= 0.018 
The solution can be initiated by determining that an entering flow rate 
of 1350 gallons/minute, or 3.01 cfs, will be required. From Figure 19 
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Figure 200 Nomograph for Finding Friction Head Loss 
(X) 
.:--J 
0.0099 foot. The friction energy loss from Figure 20 will be 0.0148 
1; 
foot. Thus 9 
~WS1 = 0.0099 - .0148 = -0.0049 foot 
where the negative sign denotes a declining flow profile. 
The graphical result can be checked by calculations using n. 
e 
Equation (17) can be written as: 
21: 3 
1.486 A. R. Hf 
1 1 
n =-------
e Qi L 
where 
Hf 
y- = efrective energy line slope 
Solving for Hf gives: 
2 2 
ne Qi!. L 
~ I 4 /..3 
The product A R can be obtained from Figure 21 9 which produces: 
Also 9 
:a "/s 






Substituting for the known quantities and evaluating 9 
Hf = p.0148 foot 
·'1. 
The entering velocity head is: 
2 
Qi . 
~H = -...- = 000100 foot V .·::;i . 2g4 .~--
' .,,,,,}:j{' 
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By subtraction9 · ~WS'£ = ".""0.0048 foot which agrees closely with the flow 
profile decline obtained from the nomographs. Essentially the same re-
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Uniformity of Siphon Tube Discharge 
Profiles Calculated with n ---------- -
The discharge of every siphon tube was ascertained from the flow 
profiles calculated with n. The tube outlets rested on a standard el-
evation of 923.913 feet. The head on each tube was obtained by sub-
tracting the outlet elevation from the water-surface in the ditch and 
the individual tube discharges were computed by Equation (9). 
The per cent variation in tube discharge within each experiment 
was studied. The flow rate of the siphon tube farthest upstream served 
as the reference value. The calculated variations were positive in sign 
for rising profiles and negative for declining profiles. Experiments 
40 - 42 with 3 inch diameter tubes produced the highest deviations. In 
Experiment 41 the quantity AWS1 was 0.005 feet and a difference in si-
phon tube discharge between the ends of the bay was 0.89 per cent. For 
· Experiments 1 - 39 using lo0 9 l.5 11 and 2.0 inch tubes 9 the maximum dis-
charge variation was 0.75 per cent. This value occurred in Experiment 3 
in which Q = 30310 cfso The largest negative digression -Oo33 per cent 
was found in Experiment 18. Table X lists the change in the water= 
surface, the upstream tube flow rate 9 the maximum deviation and the per 
cent deviation in siphon tube discharge for those experiments prod.ucing 
the largest variationso 
!h! Effect .<?,! Roughness 
The channel roughness by influencing the flow profile affects the 
uniformity of siphon tube dischargeo The change in tube discharge with 









PER CENT VARIATION IN TUBE DISCHARGE 9 BASED 
ON THE UPSTREAM SIPHON TUBE 9 FOR 
FLOW PROFILES CALCULATED WITH n 
Tube t,.WS1 Discharge of 
Size Upstream Tube Max. Deviation 
··,;,<"·" . (Using ii) '•, ."'!{.<.' 
inches feet cfs gpm cfs gpm 
2.0 0.0054 0.07353 33.00 0.00045 0.202 
2.0 0.0044 0.05596 25.11 0.00042 0.188 
3.0 0.0051 0.1399 62.79 0.00114 0.512 
3.0 0.0051 0.1288 57.81 0.00114 0.512 












those experiments where o < 0.30. The initial flow rates and the up-
stream water-surface elevations from the actual experiments were as-
sumed. Also unchanged were the tube spacings, diameters~ inlet loca-
tions, and outlet elevations. A horizontal channel was assumed. 
The value of the SVF roughness coefficient was varied in 5 per 
-cent increments from 75 per cent to 125 per cent of n. From Equation 
(20), the water-surface elevations at six points in the channel were 
calculated for each value of n, where the subscript prefers to the 
p 
fractional value of the actual n. Typical profiles for p = 0.75 9 0.90, 
1.009 1.10, and 1.25 were plotted in Figure 22. The maximum rise for 
any flow profile was 0.0073 foot, recorded using n075 in Experiments 1 
and 2. The maximum drop in any profile was 0.0082 foot in Experiment 
18. 
As expected the calculated variations in tube discharge were larg-
est in magnitude for the maximum and minimum roughness conditions. The 
most pronounced deviations, regardless of sign, were produced by two 
groups of experiments: 
1. 2 inch tubes at 20 inch spacing (Experiments 1 - 4) 
2. 1.5 inch tubes at 40 inch spacing (Experiments 17 - 20) 
The greatest positive variation in tube discharge 9 based on the up-
stream siphon tube, was 1.10 per cent calculated in Experiment 3 for 
the roughness coefficient n. 75 = 0.0144. On the other hand, a dif-
ference of -1.06 per cent was produced for n1025 = 0.0212 in Experi-
ment 19. 
The least value assumed for the roughness coefficient was 0.0103 
while the highest was 0.0262. These two values produced tube discharge 
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Figure 22. Flow Profiles Calculat~d ·1From Equation (20) for 
o, ± 10 9 and± 25 Per Cent Variation in Roughness 
Experiments 29 and 4o 
The calculated variations in siphon tube discharge were insignif-
icant when compared to the other factors influencing the operation of a 
furrow irrigation system. Assuming that the tube outlets have equal el-
( 
~ ·,-. 
evations 9 the roughness of a horizontal irrigation channel has a minor 
effect on the siphon tube discharge uniformityo This conclusion applies 
to values of n within the range 0.0103 -.0262. The actual design9 more 
variation would likely be caused from inaccurate placement of the siphon 
tube outlets th.an from choosing an incorrect roughness coefficient. 
Unrestrained Siphon Tubes 
Experiments were performed in which the inlet ends of the siphon 
tubes were free to move with the current. The roughness coefficients 
were desired for both gradually varied and spatially varied flows. For 
both types of flow 3.25 and.2.50 cfs were the floi.r.rates used. The 
tube size and spacing selected were 1.5 and 4o inches 9 respectively. 
The tube outlet elevation was 923.913 feet while the inlets averaged 
about 1.0 foot above the channel bottom. In genera.1 9 the same qua:n-
tities were measured as compared to the restrained tube experimentso 
Gradually Varied !12!. 
The energy slope was calculated from Equation (11) using water 
surface and flow rate measurementso Manningvs n was then evaluated 
using Equation (12). 
The basis for comparing n values for restrained and unrestrained 
siphon tubes was a prediction equation that Mink (16) had calculated 
for restrained siphon tubes spaced .at 4o inches. This equation was: 
95 
1 ~ TS Su 
n = 0.00510 + R [(0.00319 + 0.00821 -) -R 
R 
o.44175 R 
+ 218500 + 8;.61 R ] (29) 
n 
where 
TS= tube diameter, feet 
Su= submergence, feet 
R = hydraulic radius, feet 




V = mean velocity of flow, feet/second 
2 
u = kinematic viscosity, ft/ sec. 
and R was previously defined. 
The values of n calculated from Equation (29) are compared in 
Table XI with values of n f computed for the unrestrained siphon tube gv 
experiments. In general, the experimental n values slightly exceeded 
the values predicted from Equation (29)o The opposite result was ex-
pected sine~ the inlet ends of the unrestrained siphon tubes were swept 
downstream. 
However, in contrast to the restrained tubes held adjacent to the 
channel wall, the unrestrained siphon tubes protruded about 1 inch into 
the streamo The higher flow velocities away from the boundary could 
have caused the slightly greater energy losses observed for unre-
strained siphon tubes. 
Further analysis revealed that the current caused the siphon tubes 
0 
to rotate a maximum of 10 from the channel cross-sectional plane. 
Tube Tube Inflow 
Spacing Size Q 
inches inches · cfs 
40 1.5 3.241 
40 1.5 3.236 
40 1.5 3.255 
4o 1.5 3.278 
40 1.5 2.480 
40 1.5 2.508 
40 L5 2.491 
TABLE XI 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED n VALUES 
FROM GVF EXPERIMENTS USING 
UNRESTRAINED SIPHON TUBES 
Average Hydraulic Reynolds 
Depth Radius Number 
feet feet 
1.874 0.865 59230 
1.798 0.836 68570 
1.723 0.808 63527 
1.541 0.739 71888 
1.814 o.842 44717 
1.654 0.782 48825 
























(The angles were measured on full tubes with blocked outlets.) For this 
angle, the submergence would be decreased by only Oo02 foot • 
. ' 
The harrow range of observed n f values are adequately represented gv 
by their mean of 0.01414. The largest deviation from this value was 
4.7 per cent. 
Spatially Varied~ 
pix experiments were conducted to ascertain the degree of roughness 
caused by unrestrained siphon tubes under conditions of decreasing spa-
tially varied flow. Measurements of water-surface elevation allowed 
the calculation of ii and n using procedures from the restrained tube e 
experiments. These roughness coefficients together with resistances 
' ' 
computed using the multivariable model Equation (24) are summarized in 
Table XII. Equation (24), as compared to Equations (25) _a,nd (26),_ re.;. 
sulted in values of ii and n most representative of the observed _rough. e 
ness coefficients. The average ratio of n (calculated) ton (calcu~ 
e 
lated) was i·~ 755 while the experimental values of ii and n produced the e 
'" 
average ratio of.1.74~ The narrow range of the roughness coefficients 
.1f 
-made regression analysis of experimental versus calculated n and n e 
values practically meaningless. 
Slight rises (about 0.001 foot) in the observed flow profiles were 
noted in four experiments: 
l. Q ~ 3.25 cfs at all three depths 
2. Q = 2.480 cfs at a depth of 1.813 feet. 
,'', 
The remaining two experiments produced less than 0 .. 001 foot deviation 
between the upstream and downstream ends of the bayo 
Tube Tube 
s~~ing Size 









ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENTS FROM SVF EXPERIMENTS 
USING UNRESTRAINED SIPHON TUBES 
Average ii .. Q Depth -n· e 
cfs feet 
3.262 lo7l3 0.0157 0.00891 
3.242 1.793 0.0162 0.00924 
3.247 1.859 0.0172 0.00983 
2.484 1.553 0.0157 0.00969 
2.505 1.646 0.0177 0.00967 
2,,480 1.813. 0.0172 0.00988 ' I 
Roughness Coefficients from 
Multivariable Equation (24) 
-n n .... e 








Tube discharges calculated from the water-surface elevations varied 
a maximum of 0.14 per cent which could be termed excellent discharge 
control. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Hydraulic experiments pertaining to siphon tube irrigation were 
conducted in a horizontal concrete-lined irrigation channel. The hy-
draulic resistance of the channel was determined for gradually varied 
flow and decreasing spatially varied flow using various siphon tube 
spacings, tube diameters, entering discharges, and flow depths. 
Values of Manning's n were determined for gradually varied flow in 
the channel both with and without siphon tubes. Two roughness coeffi-
cients were computed for the spatially varied flow experiments. Ad-
justed n was determined by calculating the flow profile whic~ best 
fitted the measured water-surface elevations. Effective n (or n) pre-e 
dieted the total energy change between the ends of the reach containing 
primed siphon tubes (assuming that a= l.OO)e 
A theoretical relationship between n and n was derived and was 
e 
verified by experimental results. -Values of n and n were related to e 
siphon tube spacing, diameter and submergence by linear, quadratic~ and 
cubic multivariable equations. The roughness coefficients for spatially 
varied and gradually varied flows could not be related with confidence. 
Flow profiles for decreasing spatially varied flow were calculated 
by two procedures, both using n, which produced practically equivalent 
100 
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results. For the first method, a Bernoulli-type energy equation was 
solved between successive pairs of siphon tubes by incrementing the 
flow depth. Secondly, profiles based on the upstream water-surface el-
evation were directly calculated by subtracting the friction energy lost 
from the velocity head recovered, both components being computed as 
functions of the entering velocity. 
The observed and calculated flow profiles for spatially varied flow 
were found to have three possible shapes: rising 9 descending, or level. 
In general, rising profiles were associated with close siphon tube spac-
ings and large discharges per tube. The maximum observed rise for any 
. \ . 
profile was 0.005 fbo~. Declining profiles were associated with (1) 
small, widely spaced tubes, and (2) moderate siphon tube spacings and 
tube discharges. The greatest water-surface decline was 0.002 foot. 
Siphon tube discharge variations were evaluated fo; · th:~b~er:v~~·· 
experimental conditions using correct and assumed values of n for cal-
culating the flow profiles. For an actual experiment 9 the highest dis-
charge variation was 0.89 per cent. When n was altered± 25 per cent 
from its experimental value, the resulting flow profiles produced less 
than 1.2 per cent deviation in tube discharge. 
Pilot experiments involving unrestrained siphon tubes were con-
ducted for both gradually varied flow and spatially varied flow. The 
roughness coefficients from restrained and unrestrained siphon tube 
experiments were of similar magnitudes. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are based on the analysis and inter= 
pretation of the experimental results: 
102 
lo Hydraulic roughness increases with closer siphon tube spacing 9 
larger tube diameter, and greater submergence. 
2. Equation (22) is a valid relationship between n and n. 
e 
3. Water-surface profiles for spatially varied flow can be pre-
dieted more accurately using n than with Manning's n from 
gradually varied flow. 
4. The water-surface elevation at any cross-section in a hori-
zontal prismatic irrigation bay containing primed siphon tubes 
can be calculated from Equation (20)v 
5. For the type of channel used in this study 9 the total energy 
change between the ends of a reach containing primed siphon 
tubes can be accurately predicted from the Manning formula 
using n, the entering velocity and flow depth. 
e 
6. Variations in siphon tube discharge in a horizontal channel 
can be expected to be less than 1.5 per cent 9 provided that 
the tube outlets have the same elevationo 
7. Based on limited observations, unrestrained siphon tubes 
appear to produce hydraulic roughnesses similar to re-
strained tubes for equivalent conditions of flow 9 tube 
size, and tube spacing. 
Suggestions For Future Research 
1. The roughness coefficients for gradually varied flow and 
decreasing spatially varied flow are probably related. A 
definition of this relationship would be beneficial since 
roughness coefficients for gradually varied flow are more 
easily obtained. 
2. The hydraulic resistance caused by unrestrained siphon 
tubes needs more positive definition, especially for 
spatially varied flow. 
3. Automatic cut-back furrow irrigation systems will likely 
increase in popularity as labor costs rise. Therefore, 
experiments should be conducted to determine the proper 
roughness coefficients for these systems. 
4. Automatic furrow irrigation could be accomplished from 
notches formed in the side of a concrete channel producing 
multiple side weir discharge. An extensive study of the hy-
draulic phenomena encountered in this form of decreasing 
spatially varied flow might contribute significantly to hy-
draulic and irrigation knowledge. 
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APPENDIX A 
CROSS-SECTIONS OF CHANNEL, 




..... --------2' - 611 21 - 611 411 
Anchor Screw -·--o 
I 
-"-I 
Bross Plug -- Plastic r6· . , ... Pipe 2 D10. 






Between Gage Wells f Dia. 
I" . 
2 o,a. 
Cross-Section of a Gage Well Installation With a Mounted Point Gage 
110 
I" 2 DIA. THREADED ROD 2"X2
11 STEEL ANGLE 
PIPE 
I" 
3" a DIA. SET SCREW 
I 0 11 
Cross-Section of a Typical Siphon Tube Mount 
APPENDIX B 
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~-r ,f . r:?'~~ .,.c--~:,.. A'! 
,.?'' ~- .• 1/1 
~~ '~!fl 
6-3-66 :.::.:. 5-28-66 
;._ 6- 27-66 
1+50 1+80 2+10 . 2+40 2+70 3+00 











































6/12 - 6/14/66 
6/17 - 6/24/66 
6/28- 7/ 4/66 
7/13- 7/18/66 
2+70 












GROUP EXPERIMENT COMPARISON (22) OF ii AND n f 
FROM SVF AND GVF EXPERIMENTS (& :!f 0.50) gv 
HAVING SIMILAR DEPTHS, DISCHARGES, 


















































E x1 = 0.3445 
2 
E X1 = 0.0067231 


























































E x2 = 0.0039223 
-x2 = 0.01512 
Sums of Squares: 
2 2 2 3 
I:x1 = EX1 - (I:X1) /m1 = (6.?231 - 6.6243) X 10-
I:x~ = 4. 768 X 10-4 
Weighted Average of the Sample Variances: 
I:x2 I:x2 
s2 = 1 + l = 1.5024 X 10-4 
p m1 + m2 -2 
Standard Deviation of the Difference Between Means: 
sd = ~a (m1 + -m2) = 1.2940 X 10·3 
. p ml m2 
Hypothesis: 
)J-=)J 
n n f gv 
Alternate Hypothesis: 
µ n t- µn 
gvf 
Test of Hypothesis: 
Degrees of freedom= m1 + m2 - 2 = 34 
Calculated Student's t 
... 
X - X 
= .1. 2 = 2.326 
sd 
Tabulated t(.05) = 2.033 
Conclusion - Reject Hypothesis 
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APPENDIX D 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA, ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENTS, AND 
CALCULATED FLOW PROFILES FOR SPATIALLY 
VARIED FLOW EXPERIMENTS 
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EXPERIMENT 1 .· 













N-BAR~ o.61900 N-EFF~ Oe01157 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.a11 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVA1IONS CSVF) 












































N-BAR= D.01900 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0,813 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF>. 


















. 92 4. 4842 











EXPERIMENT . 3 













N-BAR• o.01920 N-EFF= o.01093 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe6l6 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF> 












































N-BAR= o.02095 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.616 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 






























EXPER I MENl 5. 
Q= 2e249 CFS · SPACING= 20 IN. DIAMfTER= 2e0 IN. 
N-BAR= 0~02960 N-EFF= .p.01757 
VERTICAL TUBE-SUBMERGENCE= o.a21. Ft. 
L)NEAR REGRESSION ELEV~TIONS (SVF). 

































' . ·< 
9,24· 4974 ' 
924.4959 





















N-BAR= 0.03250 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.603 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 













































N-BAR= 0.01900 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENtE= Oe823 FT. 
LINEAR. REGRESSION ELEVPTIONS (SVF) 















. PROF IL'E' 
CALCULATED 
'i-J ITH N..:BAR 






























N-BAR= 0.01750 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.550 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SV~) 

















































N-BAR= 0.01660 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.830 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS CSVF) 


























924 .. 5037 
924.5045 
924.5051 
924 .. 5054 













N-BAR= 0.01630 N-EFF= o.01032 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.546 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS CSVFl 












































N-BAR= 0.01830 N-EFF= Oe01374 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.832 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 















































N-BAR= 0.01050 N-EFF= O.,Q0716 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.561 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATI.ONS ISVF) 

















































N-~AR= 0.01641 N-EFF~ 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0~908 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEV.ATIONS (SVF> . 
UPSTREAM= 924.5827 DOWNSTREAM= 924•5~33 
OBSERVED. PROFILE PROFILE. 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.583 924.5826 924.5802 
. 924. 584 924.5.823 ·924.5806 
924.583 924.5824 924.5811 
924.583 924.5822 924.5814 
924.581 92 4. 58?.3 924.5818 
924.583 924.5823 924.5820 
924.582 92 4. 5826 924.5824 
924.582 924t5827 924.5826 
924 .• 584 924.58'30 924.5830 
924.585· 924.5832 924.5832 
924.583 924.5813 924.5833° 
EXPERIMENT 14 














N-BAR= 0.01687 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.774 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF> 
UPSTREAM= 924.4487 DOWNSTREAM= 924.4485 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR. WITH N-GVF 
924.449 92 4. 4488 924.4459 
924.450 924.4483 924.4462,, 
924.448 924e4482 924.4467 
924.449 924.4479 924.4468 
924.447 924e4479 · 924.4472 
924.449 924.4478' 924.4473 
924.448 924.4479' 924.4477 
924.447 924.4481 924.4479 
924.450 924.4483 924.4483 
924.450 924.4484 924.4484 
924.448 924.4485 924.4485 
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EXPE.RIMENT 15 
Q= 2e681 CFS SPACING= 40 IN. DIAMETER~. 2.0 IN. 
N-BAR= o.Ol60r N-EFF= o.00908 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.635 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.3101 DOWNSTREAM= 924.3100 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WI TH N-GVF 
0+00 924.310 924.3102 924.3079 
0+30 924.311 924.3098 924.3081 
0+60 924.310 924. 3097 924.3085 
0+90 924.311 924.3095 924.3086 
1+20 924.309 924.3095 924.3089 
1+50 924.310 92 4. 3094 924.3090 
1+80 924.309 924.3095 924.3093 
2+10 924.309 924e3096 924.3095 
2+40 924.311 924.3099 924.3098 
2+70 924.311 924.3100 924.3099 
'.HOO 924.310 924.3100 924.3100 
EXPERIMENT 16 














N-BAR= 0.01555 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.547 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.2223 DOWNSTREAM= 924e2221 
OBSERVED PROF I LE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED . CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.222 924.2222 924.2206 
924.223 924.2217 924.2206 
924.222· 924.2216 · 924.2209 
924.223 924.2214 924.2209 
924.221 924.2215 924.2212 
924.223 924.2214 924.2212 
924.221 924.2216 924.2214 
924.221 924.2217 924 .. 2216 
924.223 924.2219 924.2219 
924.224 924.2220 924.2220 
924.221 924.2221 924.2221 
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EXPERIMENT 17. 














N-BAR= 0.01847 N~EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.902 F.T. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.5771 DOWNSTREAM= 924.5760 
OBSERVED PROF I LE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED. CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.576 924.5771 924.5721 
924.579 924. 5764 924.5728 
924.57.7 924.5759 924.5734 
924.578 924.5755 924.5738 
924.574 924.5753 924.5742 
924.577 924.5752 924.5745 
924.575 924.5752 924.5749 
924.576 924.5755 924.5753 
924.577 924.5758 924.5757 
924.578 924.5759 924.5759 
924.575 924.5760 924.5760 
EXPERIMENT 18 














N-BAR= 0.01819 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.752 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 
UPSTREAM= 924.4276 DOWNSTREAM= 924•4260 
OBSERVED PROFILE P.ROF I LE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.427 92 4. 4277 924.4229 
924.429 924.4268 924.4235 
924.427 924.4263 924.4239 
924.428 924.4258 924.4242 
924.425 924.4256 924.4245 
924.427 924.4254 924.4248 
924.426 924.4254 924.4251 
924.426 924.4255 924.4255 
924.427 924.4258 924.4258 
924.428 924.4260 924.4260 
924.425 92 4. 4260 924.4260 
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EXPERIMENT 19. 














N-BAR= 0.01692 · N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE• Oe609 FT, 
LINEAR.REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.2841 DOWNSTREAM= 924.2813 
. OBSERVED PROF I Lr: PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR ! WI TH N-GVF . 
924.284 924,2842 . 924.2807 
924,285 924.28~7 924.2812 
92'•· 284 924.28~3 924,2814 
924.285 924.2830 924.2817 
924.282 924.2828 924.2820 
924.284 924.2827 924.2822 
'924,282 924.2827 924.2825 
924.283 924,2828 924,.2828 · 
924.284 924,28:31. 924,2831 · 
924.285 924,2832 924,2832 
924,283 924,2833 924,2833 
EXPERIMENT 20 














N~BAR= 0,01519 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe475 FT, 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF> 
UPSTREAM= 924,1496 DOWNSTREAM= 924el496 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-:-GVF 
924.149 924.1497 924,1480 
924.151 924,1494 924.1482 
. 924.149 924.1492 924.1484 
924.151 924e l491 · 924,1485 
924.148 924e l491 924,1486 
.924,150 924.14.91 924,1487 
924,149 924,1491 924,1489 
924.149 924.1492 924,1492 
924.150 924, 1495 924,1494 
924.151 92 4e l496 924~1496 
924.149 924,1496 924.1496 
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EXPERIMENT 21 













N-BAR= 0.01362 N-EFF=_0.00947 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe910 FT. 
LINEAR REG~ESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 












































Q= le558 CFS SPACING= 40 IN. DIAMETER= 1.0 IN. 
N-BAR= o.01760 N-EFF= o.01004 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.774 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924e4492 DOWNSTREAM= 924.4490 
OBSERVED P·RoF I LE PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED-
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITf:I N-GVF 
0+00 924.448 924.4492 924.4490 
0+30 924.450 92 4. 4490' 924.4490 
0+60 924.449 924.4490 924.4490 
0+90 924.449 924.4490 924.4490 
1+20 924.451 92 4. 4490 924.4490 
1+50 924.449 92 4. 4490 924.4490 
1+80 924.448 924.4490 924.4490 
2+10 924.448 924.4490 9_24. 4490 
2+40 924.450 92 4. 4490 924.4490 
2+70 924.450 924e4490 924.4490 




Q= le303 CFS SPACING= 40 IN. DIAMETER= 1.0 IN. 
N-BAR= 0.01718 N-EFF= o.00957 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.617 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (.SVF> 
UPSTREAM= 924.2922 DOWNSTREAM= 924e2920 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS \'1 ITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
0+00 924.291 924.2922 924.2920 
0+30 924.293 924.2921 924.2920 
0+60 924.292 924.2920 924.2920 
0+90 924.292 924.29?0 924.2920 
1+20 924.294 924.2920 924.2920 
1+50 924.292 924.2920 924.2920 
1+80 924.291 924.2920 924. 2920 
2+10 924.291 924.2920 924.2920 
2+40 924.293 924•2920 924-2920 
2+70 924.293 924.2920 924.2920 
3+00 924.291 924.2920 924.2920 
EXPERIMENT 24 
Q= 0.985 CFS SPACING= 40 IN. DIAMETER= leO IN • 
. N-BAR= o.01888 N-EFF= o.01074 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.~88 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATlONS (SVFI 
UPSTREAM= 924.1631 DOWNSTREAM= 924.1625 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N~GVF 
0+00 924.161 924• 1611 924.1625 
0+30 924.164 924.1628 92'+.1625 
0+60 924.162 92 4. 1627 924.1625 
0+90 924.165 924.1626 924.1625 
1+20 924.165 924.1625 924.1625 
1+50 924.162 924.1625 924.1625 
1+80 924.162 · 924.1625 924.1625 
2+10 924.162 924.1625 924 .. 162? 
2+40 924.163 924.1625 924.1.625 
2+70 924.164 924.1625 924el625 
3+00 924.161 924.1625 924.1625 
EXPERIMENT 25 














N~BAR= 0.01615 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= . . 0~791 FT~ 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 
UPSTREAM= 924.4654 DOWNSTREAM= 924e4662 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
·WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N.-RAR WITH N-GVF 
924.467 924.4662 924.4640 
924.465 924.4652 924.4636 
924.465 924.4650 924.4639 
924.465 924.4649 924.4641 
924.465 924.4649 924.4644 
924.466 924.4649 924.4646 
924 • .465 924.4652 924.4650 
924.467 924.4655 924.4655 
924.466 924.4659 924 .• 4659 
924.467 924.4661 924.4661 
924.466 924.4662 . 924.4662 
EXPERIMENT 26 














N-BAR= 0.01425 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe620 FT. 
LINEAR REGRE!SION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924•2938 DOWNSTREAM= 924.2956 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.293 924.29,7 924.2935 
924.294 924.2918 924.2937 
924.295 92 4. 2940 924.2938 
924.294 924. 291+0 924.2940 
924.295 92 4. 2 94.2 924.2942 
924.295 92 4. 2943 924.2943 
924.295 92 4. 2946. 924.2946 
924.295 924.2950 924.2950 
924.295 924.2953 924.2953 
924.296 924.2955 924.2955 
924.295 924.2956 924.2956 
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EXPERIMENT 27 
Q= 2e249 CFS SPACING~ 60 ·I.Na . D1AMETER= 2.0 1N. 
N-BAR= o.01aao N-EFF= o.01144 
VERTICAL TusE.suBMERGENCE= o.a3s FT. 
LI~EAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 







.. WITH N-BAR 



















































N ... BAR= Oe01410 N-EFF= 0.00794 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oo613 FT, 
LINEAR RE~RESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) . 
UPSTREAM= 924,2868 .DOWNSTREAM~ _924e2881 
OBSE'RVED 
WATER-:-SURFACE 

































EXPE.RIMENJ 29 .. 













N~BAR= Oe01370' N-tFF~ 0.00779. 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.815 FT. 
' ' 
' . ' 
LI NEAR REGRESS I ON .ELEVATIONS I SVF > . 
























92 4. 4899 . 
924•4901 
924.4902 
924 .. 4903 
924•4903 
EXP\::fHMENT SO 






924 .• 4897 
924.4897 
924 .• 4898 
924,4899 
924,.4901 
924 • .49()2 
9 2~, •. 49Q:3 
924,490' 
Q= J~~iO CFS SPACING' 60 IN• DIAMETER~ J•$ tN. 
0 •. 006 71 N-BAR:= o • .a 1170 N-E'.Fr== 
VERT lCAL rueE SUBMERGENCE= 0,537 rT• 
.. LINEAR ~EG~.t:S510N ELEV/ITION5 (SVF> 














WATER ... StJ~f'ACE 
·E!..EVAttON.S . 
924.210 





































924. 2i 19 
.132 
EXPERIMENT 31 















VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe830 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 















































N-BAR~ 0.01547 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe847 FTe 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924e5211 DOWNSTREAM= 924.5222 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N"'."GVF 
924.520 924.5211 924.5202 
924.521 924.5211 924•5204 
924.522 924.5211 924.5206 
924.521 924.5211 924.5208 
924.522 924.5212 924.5210 
924.522 924 .. 5214 924.5212 
924.522 924.5215 924.5214 
924.523 924.5217 924.5217 
924.522 924.5220 924.5219 
924.523 924.5221 924.5221 
924.520 924.5222 924,5222 
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. EXPERIMENT 33 . ·.·. . . .· ... ,! 













N-BAR= 0.01435 N-EF~~ ri~b0805. 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0 .619 FT.· 
' ' 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEV.ATIONS CSVF> "\ I 















. PROF ILE 
.. CALCULATED ·. 
WITH N~BAR 







92 4. 29'117 
· ,924. 29'.:l9 
924.2940 
9.24• 2940 
EXPERIMENT 34 . 
PROF I LE·· 
.CALCULATED 









924 .• 293B 
924~2940 
924. 2940 . 
I) 














N-BAR= 0,00980 N-EFF= 
VERTICA~ T~BE SUBMERGENCE= 0,818 FT, 
LINEAR REGR!SSJON ELEV.ATIONS (SVF) · 






































Q= l.~09 CFS SPAClNG= 80 IN. DIAMETER= 2•0 IN• 













N-BAR= D.01610 N-EFF= 
VERT1CAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0•617 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATION~ <SVF) 
UPjT~EAM= 924.2915 DOWNSTREAM= 924e2922 
OBSERVED 
WATER-SURFACE 

































Q= le891 CFS SPACING= 80 IN. DIAMETER= 1.5 IN. 
o.00932 












N-BAR= o.01610 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.824 FT, 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 
UPSTREAM= 924.4991 DtiWNStREAM= 924,4992 
OBSERVED PROF I LE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.498 924,4991 924.4985 
924.499· 924,4991 924.4986 
924,500 924,4991 924,4988 
924.499 924,4991 924.4988 
924.500 924.4991 924.4989 
924,500 924.4991 924.4990 
924.499 924.4991 CJ24.4990 
924,499 924.4991 924,4991 · 
924.499 924.4992 924,4992 
924•499 924,4992 924.4992 
924.499 924,4992 924,499.2 
135 
EXPERIMENT 37 














N-BAR= 0.01680 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.544 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSJON ELEVATIONS !SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.2185 . DOWNSTREAM= 924.2182 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROF IL!: 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED· 
ELEVA TlONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.217 924.2186 9 24 .. 2181 
924.218 924.2184 924.2181 
924.220 924,2183 924.2181 
924.219 924•2182 924112181 .. 
924.219 924.2182 924.2181 
924.219 924.2182 · 924.2181 
924.217 924e2182 924.2181 
924.219 924,2182 924.2181 
924 .• 218 924•2182 924.2182 
924.218 924.2182 924.2182 
924.218 924•2182 924.2182 
EXPERIMENT 38 
Q= le249 CFS SPACING= 80 IN. DIAMETER= 1.5 IN. 
0,00875 N-BAR= 0.01530 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe544 FT .. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS !SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924,21~3 DOWNSTREAM= 924e2183 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
0+00 924,217 924.2182 924.2181 
0+30 924.219 924. 2182 924,2181 
0+60 924.219 924.2182 924.2181 
0+90 924.218 924.2182 924.2181 
1+22 924.219 924.2182 9 2.4 • 2181 
1+50 924.218 924.2182 924.2181 
1+80 924.218 924.2182 924,2181 
2+10 924,218 924.2182 924.2182 
2+40 924.219 924.2183 924.2183 
2+70 924.218 924.2183 924,2183 
3+00 924.218 924.2183 924,2183 
.EXPERIMENT ·39 
Q= 0.800 CFS SPACING= 80 IN. DIAMETER= loO IN• 
N-BAR= N-EFF= 0~00731 
VERTJCAL TUBE'. SUBMERGENCE= Oe.809 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION· ELEV~TIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 92404830 DOWNSTREAM~ 924~48!t 
OBSERVED ... PROFILE. 







































924 .• 4836 
924.4836 
92404836 













N-BAR= 0001835 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUB~ SUBMERGENCE= o.766 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSiON ELEVATio~s (SVF) 




















92 4. 4368 
PROFILE 
. CALCULATED 























LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS ISVFl 









































N-BAR= 0.01960 N-EFF= 0.01102 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Q.638 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 












































N-BAR= 0.01570 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= 0.713 FT., 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVF) 
UPSTREAM= 924.3877 DOWNSTREAM= 924e3883 
OBSERVED PROF I LE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.388 924e3876 924.3864 
924.388 924.3875 924.3866 
924.387 924.3874 924.3868 
924.387 924.3874 924.3869 
924.389 924e3874 924.3871 
924.388 924.3874 924.3873 
924.389 92 4. 3876 924.3876 
924.388 924.3878 924.3878 
924.388 924.3881 924.3881 
924.388 924.3883 924.3883 
924.388 924.3883 924.3883 
UNRESTRAINED 2 














N-BAR= 0.01620 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.793 FTe 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 
UPSTREAM= 924.4669 DOWNSTREAM= 924~4679 
OBSERVED PROFlLE PROFILE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
92'+ • 46 8 
924.466 924.4669 924,4659 
924.467 924.4669 924.4662 
924.467 924.4669 924.4664 
924.468 924.4670 924.4667 
924.468 924.4671 924.4670 
924.469 924.4673 924,4672 
924.468 924 .. 4676 924.4675 
924.467 924.4678 924.4678 





Q= 3.247 CFS SPACING;,. 40 IN._ DIAMETER= 1.5 IN_. 
N-BAR= 0.01720 N-EFF= .0.00983 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe859 FT • 
. · LINEAR'.REGRESSION ELEVATIONS CSVF) 
UPSTREAM~ 924.5335 DOWNSTREAM= 924.~343 
OBSERVED. .PROF I LF. PROFILE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED -CALCULATF-D 
ELEVA HONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
0+00 · 924.533 
0+.30 924.533 924.53':\5 924.5323 
0+60 924.533 924.5334 924.5326 
0+90 924.533 924.5334 924.5328 
1+20 924.535 924.5334 924.5331 
1+.50 924.53-5 924.5335 924.5334 
1+80 924.535 924~5337. 924.5337 
2+10 924.534 924.5340 924.5340 
2+40 924. 533· 924.5342 924.5342 
2+70 - 924.534 924.5343 924.5343 
3+00 924~534 
UNRESTRAINED 4 
Q= 2•484 CFS SPACING= 40 IN. DIAMFTER= 1~5. IN. 
N-BAR= 0.01595 N-EFF= o.00969 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe553 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS CSVFl 
UPSTREAM= 924.2274 DOWNSTREAM= 924.2273 
OBSERVE'.D PROFILE PROFilE 
STATIONS WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N--RAR WITH N-GVF 
' 
o+oo 924.227 924.2274 92'+.2264 
0+30 924.228 924.2271 924.2264 
0+60 924.227 924.2269 924.2265 
0+90 924.227 924.2268 924.2265 
1+20 924.228 924•2267 924.2265 
1+50 924.227 924.2267 924.2266 
1+80 924.227 924.2268 924.226 7 
2+10 92!+.228 924.2269 924.2270 
2+40 924.228 924.2272 924.2273 
2+70 924.227 924.2273 924.2274 
3+00 924.227 924.2273 924.2274 
UN RESTRAINED . 5 














N-BAR= 0.01670 N~E~F= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= o.646 FT./ 
L.INEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFf .. 
UPSTREAM= 924.3205 DOWNSTREAM=. 924.3202' 
OBSERVED PROFILE PROF I LE 
WATER-SURFACE CALCULATED CALCULATED 
ELEVATIONS WITH N-BAR WITH N-GVF 
924.321 
924.320 924.3204 924.3186 
924.320 924.3200 924,3188 
924.321 924.3198 924,3189 
924• 321 924,3198 924.3192 
924.320 924. 3198 924~3194 
924.320 92 4 .• 3.199 924,3196 
924,321 924. 3200 924.3199 
924.321 924,3201 924.3201 
924, :H9 924.3202 924,3202 
924~320 
UNRESTRAINED 6 














N-BAR~ 0,01720 N-EFF= 
VERTICAL TUBE SUBMERGENCE= Oe8l3 FT. 
LINEAR REGRESSION ELEVATIONS (SVFl 



















92 4. 4870 
924,4871 
924,4873 
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